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Students, Alumnus Arrested For
Blocking Battery Tunnel At Protest

,
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· .By Deirdre A. Bussey

.
Two Baruch students and one
: alumnus were arrested on April 25
when a contingent of sixty City
: University of New York students
: physicallyblocked the entranceway
to the Battery Tunnel.forcing rush
· hour traffic to astandstill.
At approximately 5:30 p.m. the
" students, protesting Governor
George Pataki's and Mayo r
Rudolph Giuliani's proposed budget cuts, peacefully backed into the .
mouth of the Manhattan entrance
to the tunnel, locked arms and sat
down, displaying a boldly printed
banner that read "Stop for Peaceful Protests."
. Pre-plannedsimultaneous actions around the cityby protesters
deI'honstratingagainst cuts in
homeless services and publichousingassistance, layoffof city health
care workers, and police brutality,
also crippledrush:.hour traffic' at

FrOmIe~BarucD~stUdeD.t'·Angel'Ponee,
a lwnnus Sab~ ,

Desruisseau, and ·student Orlando Green, arrested on April 25.

rested was Baruch alumnus
Sabrina Desruisseau, class of1993,
currently a teacher at Bushwick
High School.
"We took this action because

this action we did it against the
system, not within the system. In
the past, working within the systern did not produce results," he
added.
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In total over 160 pretesters werePataki,GiUliai~b~Yknow "We were tired ofplaYing follow'
.
:
involved.
.
that people w~{jO'be control," the leader with the cops at rallies
. All involved were arrested, in- stated Green. "The fact isthat the' and protests. Students wanted to
eluding Baruch students Orlanda rally and protests did not produce
Continued on page four
Green and Angel Ponce. Also ar- . the results intended, when we took
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.DSSG President Survives Impeachment
Council Is Two Votes Short Of Required Two-Thirds Majority
By D.J. Fricke
Just weeks from the end of his
· term, Day Session Student Government President Derrick Zhang
• narrowly avoided impeachment at
· a closed meeting on April 27, escaping with a censure.
The vote, nine to six to with one
abstention, was just short of the
necessary: two-thirds majority required for impeachment. It was
taken following a unanimous vote
in which the DSSG found Zhang
guilty of negligence. He had also
been accused of misconduct, but
that charge was notvoted on.
A censure i~ essentially a finding by the council that Zhang is
.guilty.but allows him to finish his
term" which ends this month.
Zhang aroused: the ire of some
,of his colleagues when he refused
'to sign a legitimate stipend voucher
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Derriek ZitaDg, DSSG Pre_deBt, . . . ile8rIy iape8Ched ~7<~

eoaneil on April rt.
for a Council Member Dina-Davis,' . ·vote.z.. some council members did
with whom he was engaged in a not want to impeach him, because
dispute.
' . . '.-they .diclD'twant to blemish his
"The· council .agreed unani-. record," . _.~,.
..'__ ~
mously that what Derrick did was
"The whole alJegation was t,o..:,
grou..a ds 'for impeachment," said tally seaseless," said Zhang, .in a
Council Member Ray Mercado. written stateDien:t, which went on
. "But when it came down to the ._to say. tlulttbe' allegation is solely

.- , -.

~ embarrass the President-and'

bring down" DSSG along the way."
The incident began in Febru. ary, when Zhang attended a meeting dftheBaruch College AssociaContinued on page seoen
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.Retrenchment Committee Outlines Budget Cuts;
Students Complain They Had No Voice
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By Deirdre A. Hussey and
D.J. Fricke
The Baruch Retrenchment
Committee has developed a series of proposals for cutting the
college's budget, and delivered
them in a pair of budget hearings last ~eek, amid charges
that the committee was structured in a manner that stifled
dispute, and that it failed to
keep the community informed
while the decision-making was
go i ng on.
According to the project.ions ,
B.aruch must retrench to the
tune of $8 million. : The School
of Liberal Arts .a nd Sciences
would lose $3.4 million, and 47
of 247 full-time teaching jobs,
including 26 posit ions in Academic Skills. Under the committees plan, Academic Skills
and the Health and Physical
Education Department. Some
Health and Physical Education
faculty would be retained as part
of the Education Depar-tment,
The Math and English Departments would assume responsibility for remedial instruction, although some Academic Skills personnel have
questioned whethe rEnglis h faculty have the necessary experience to teach remedial reading,
which Academic Skills teachers
specialize in.
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A'cadefnic
Skills "To
•
Pay The Price"
"Academic Skills is to pay
the price for the collective disdain for remediation," said Dr.
Cecelia A. McCall, associate professor and deputy chair of Academic Skills. "In the parlance
of our students, we are ,being
'dissed'."
,
"It is an issue of the priorities of the institution. One of
the priorities we endorse is giving importance to credit bearing programs over non-credit

bearing programs, giving credit
to graduate and degree programs over remedial," said
Vredenburgh. "And those priorities underlie the attention
that was allocated to the Academic Skills Department."
"We ought to give greater priority to credit bearing degree programs," Vredenburgh said at the
Wednesday hearing. "We ought
not emphasize remedial eduction."
In addition, the Departments
of Theater, Music, and Art would
be combined into a new Department of Performing Arts, and the
adjunct professor positions in the
three departments would be eliminated, as would art and music studio labs.
The School of Business
would lose would lose $1 million, and have to cut 10 of 182
faculty, to be. accomplished by
the elimination of faculty lines
which ate currerit.Iy vacant.
The School of Public Affairs
would lose $340,000 and one of
its 27 faculty members. '
The 21 member committee
is an advisory board, submitting a plan ad vising how best to
deal with the budget cuts. All
members are appointed by
President Matthew Goldstein.,
who also has final say on their
recommendations.
He can
ch oo sej.o accept them or disre~

Tbe 0FPce OF STUdenTLIFe
at 802 - '6791/6770
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Are Threatened

The'" Reiren'c]imen t

Were Conclusions
Foregone?
The committee, which is divided into three subcommittees,
is composed offaculty, staff, and
student .representatives, but
some have charged that its findings were foregone conclusions.
"1 think faculty was strategically picked so that there wa s
no real resistance," said"- April
Leong, a senior who is the Day
Session Student Government's
representative to the commit-

Government Presidential
Preliminary Election Results

Fox mORe InFO, contact DSSG OJ{

Committee Members

President Goldstein has
given the Committee an $8 million el'i mi n at ion target for the"
1995-96 budget year, although
the actual figure may be less.
President Goldstein believes
that we may n ot receive a cut of
that m ag n itude this year, but
future decisions in Albany w il l
deem these cuts necessary. He
wants the committee's plan to
r sflect this concern.
"One of the things 1 have
charged the Retrenchment Committee to do is to look morest.rategically and tactically with respect to what we have to do in
the months ahead. I am convinced that we are facing a multiple yea r :problem, so OUf retrenchment committee has been
asked to look more long run than
in the very short run in terms of
making recommendations.
1
think it..makes a lot more sense
to make recommendations with
re spect to 1995-96 with a sense
of how those recommendation
will effect the other years. And
the committee is working with
that charge," stated Goldstein.
"It is irresponsible to think this
budget cut
an independent act,
because it is not, and in not doing
this we are missing out on a wonderful opportunity to intelligently
manage this institution."
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1995 Day Session Student

I

tee. "The administration had
already decided what they were
going to do, they had a Retrenchment Committee because they
were obligated to have a Retrenchment Committee [by protocols
required
by
City
University's declaration of financial exigency, reached in
March]."
Raynaldo Mercado, a DSSG
council member called the proposals a "fait accompli," or already decided prior to solicitation of community opinions at
the hearings.
This was denied by Donald
Vredenburgh, Professor of Management and a member of the
Retrenchment Committee'. "The
committee did meet frequently
and everyone, including, students had the opportunity to
participate
fully,"
said
Vredenburgh.
, Provost Lois Cronholm also
denied
influencing
the
commi ttee's recommendations.
"1 purposely stayed out of all
subcommittee meetings for the
entire period the committee was
coming up with dollar figures."
Leong disputed Cronholm's
position, calling it "a lie .."

Juniors, Seniors:
«Andrew Heller (eBB):
«Raynaldo Mercado (Ind.):
Freshmen, Sophomores:
«Andrew Heller:
«Raynaido Mercado:
Total:
«Andrew Heller:
«Raynoldo Mercado:

156
68

131
83287

151

Committee's recommendations
have not endeared it the community. "Members ... have received threats since the release
of information on Friday
the Baruch Community," said
Leong. She said that commu-
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YOU! GetInvolved

In Your

fromCorrimunity: Write

nity members feel that the c.~.mm itt.ee had influence to protect
jobs' and programs that they did
not apply. "I feel that anger and
frustration should be taken out ,
on the administration," said
Leong. "Not on members of the
committee who are just pawns
in the administration's game."

'

For Ticker News.
Call (212) 8026799, or stop by
fAr office in Room
360 R)A.S
1522 of
r1 •
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By Jessica James,
Saturday morning classes and
,A proposed schedule change 43 to 51 percent would take Satwould have classes meet on Mon- urday afternoon classes. And
days and Wednesdays, Mondays 34 percent said they would take
and Thursdays, Tuesdays and classes- on Sundays.
Fridays, Wednesdays and SatToday, two years later, of a
urdays.
group of randomly sampled stuA committee under the Pro- dents, not one remembered fillvost, Lois Cronholm,. is cur- ingout the survey form in Spring
'93 (See article on right).
re~!ly researching various ways
of changing the class schedule.
"Our main concern is to have
The objective is to increase the a better schedule for the stunumber of classes by expanding dents," said Cronholm at a budthe number of days the classes get hearing last week. "We know
we have to have a new grid and
are held.
"Ac lot of students are com- we know that there will be a
plaining that they do not have newgr-id in the Spring of'96, we
access to the classes they need, do not know what it will look
which impedes their graduation like. "
process," said Baruch College
~he emphasized that a new
grid has not been decided on,
President Matthew Goldat.ein.
Cronholm expla'ined" that even though the committee has
during the Spring 1993 regis- taken a vote, according to ..retration, students were' asked ports. The purpose of that vote
which days they would not mind is not clear.
Already in progress is a new
going to school. The survey was
prepared by Institutional Re- scheduling system for evening
search in consultation with the students which has been, acCourse Scheduling Committee cording to Cronholm, working
very well. Now they are trying
and 3,500 students responded.
The survey showed that stu- to come up with ways to meet
dents could' and would take , the demands and needs of the
classes during the presently day students.
under-used times. Fifty perJoanne Guo, office secretary
cent of unde rgradua te respon- for Day Session Student Govdents said they could take ernment, said, "It's okay on Friclasses beginning at 7:35 a.m. days, but I don't want to go to
Depending, on clas s level, 30 to schpo lo n ,Saturdays."
.With all this talk about 're-'
48 percent said they would take.
Friday morning classes. About sched uling classes, the iss ue of
25 percent would take classes club hours inevitably comes up.
Friday afternoons. Depending "The way club ho urs are now,
on class level, 57 to 67 percent students are willing to particiof evening students would take pate in clubs and activities be-

cause they have the time and
space,"
said
Rosario
Mastrogi acomo, art editor for
Encounters.
"If they are going to eliminate or 'move club hours, they'll
be killing student life altogether," said Richard Green, an .
International Business Stu derrt
member. "The students willjust
be coming to school, taking notes
and leaving."
In response to flyers saying
that club hours are going to be
eliminated, Provost Cronholm
said, "The flyer is ridiculous.
No one ever spoke about getting
rid of club hours."
Carl Aylman, director of
Student Life and Activities,
wants to keep the club hours on
Thursday. However, if something had to change, Aylman
would suggest Wednesdays as
the most workable provided that
they are in the middle of the
day, like I to 3 p.m.
"Club hours may change,"
said Goldstein, "but there is no
intention of eliminating them.
Many of my speeches are given
during club hours."
There are no plans to implement these changes for the fall
semester. The committee needs
more time and further suggestions from faculty and students
in order to make a decision. "The
chang'i ngof the schedu'le wou'Id"
only be allowed' if it meant
greater access to the classes
necessary for students to complete their programs," said Goldstein.

,
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Barucb Students, Alumnus Arrested At Protest
•

From page one

take the city on March 23, but
we lacked the power because we
let the cops be in control."
Desruisseau stated that although she is no longer a CUNY
student, the proposed budget
cuts will affect every aspect of
life for the majority of citizens
in New York City. She is particu larly concerned with the future of education and the opportunities in higher learning for
her students, she said.
"If my students can't afford
to go to school, they'll be forced
to enter thejob mar-ket that can't
offer them jobs. Where will they
be then?" asked Desrui sseau.
The majority of the 160 protesters, including the Baruch
Three, were charged with civil
disobedience, resisting arrest,
and disrupting adrnin ist.rative
process. A randomly chosen
number of protesters were offered summonses rather than
arrest, but declined on the principle of solidarity..
"Everyone agreed that if one
person was not offered SUIDmonses and was be booked and
put through the system, then
we would all refuse summonses
and be put through the system,"
explained Ponce.

~
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testers were handcuffed and detained in vans and busesffcr
three to four hours, befo;;) ¥eing brought to Central Bo(king
fro processing.
"Central Booking was
chaos," stated Ponce. "They
really weren't prepared for a
large number of people willing
to be arrested."
Desruisseau stated that
many arresting officers were
shocked that they were booking
the protesters.
"Our punishment was going through the system," stated
Green. "They thought bydoing
that to us it would deter us from
doing it again, and it won't."
"Putting us through the systern, rather than-giving us desk
appearances, was like giving us
a spanking," said Desruisseau.
"Can you imagine how much
money they wasted?" She also
expressed the belief that they
were processed and held overnight because Giulia ni was releasing his budget the 'next
morning. "They didn't want us
on the streets," she said.
Protesters were arraigned
27 to 30 hours after being arrested, and represented by Ron
MacGuire, an attorney and
I

rently the legal counsel representing the students from Borough of Manhattan Community
College and Hunter College who
are facing charges in previous
actsofcivildisobedienceagainst
the budget cuts. MacGuire feels
that the April 25 charges will be
dropped on or before the next
court appearance, scheduled for
June 13.
MacGuire had threatened to
enter a writ of Habeas Corpus at
approximately 7:00 p.rn. on April
26, when only a quarter of the
protesters had been arraigned.
The attending judge began
speeding up "the process, a rraigning protesters in groups of
five and six. All were released
by 10:00 p.m. that evening.
"It was ridiculous," stated
Green. "There were drug dealers who had been booked after
us and got arraigned before us.
It was like they were trying to
teach us a lesson."
Ponce and Green claimed
that officers had attempted to
initiate confrontations by' verbally abusing the protesters.
They also stated that they were
held for unreasonable amounts
of time in the vans upon arrest
and in the hallways at Central
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A recent survey 'dr-SO students
concerning the rumored schedule
changes evoked vehementemotio
from those that were for th
changes as well as those agains
them. The rumored schedul
changes would involve the shiftin
of club hours from Thursday -t
ednesday, and allow for a different schedule that includes classes
on Saturdays.
Of the 50 people surveyed, 23
felt that the schedule changes were
more of an inconvenience than a
actual problem. "With all the
changes 'that are going to be occur
ring because of the budget cuts,
most of us are' going to need a
extra day if we're gonna gradua
in four years," said a student at
tending a Math 20 class.
However, 27 of the people sur
veyed completely disagreed wit
the changes. Michael, a full-tim
student, felt that these changes, i
approved, would be a great injustice to the working students who
are unable to attend school on Saturday. "They already cut my financial aid, if I have to quit my job
iust to keep up my grades, I won'
be able to afford it," he said. "What's
the point oftrying your best ifthey .
only keep pulling you down?"
Although a change in the schedule might not affect everyone, all
50 of the students agreed that the
studerrtsstroufd "he'·consulted. ." ,
don'tinind the changes because
they won't affect me, butthey migh
affect someone else and to do this
ehind our backs is wrong," said
Tasha, a student who agreed with
the changes. "Since we're payin
money to attend this college, the
students sfiould have the choice on
this matter," she added.
Upon hearingthat the students
were not being consulted on the
changes, a, woman in the SEE
program shrugked, "This isn't anything new," she said. "Are we eye
really asked for our opinion on
things that affect us? It's wrong to
do something like this without asking us."
Booking. They stated did not
get to the holding pen till about
1:00 a.m., and not fed until the
following morning.
"Imagine being in a packed
subway car, in the middle of
summer, stuck in a turrnel ," said
Green. "That is how we felt for
twenty-seven hours."
Green, Ponce and'
Desruisseau each stated with
conviction that they would do it
again, if they had to.
"In terms of the situation
we are now in, people are going
to have to start' making sacrifices to be heard," said Green.
"I think we showed the city
that we have' power and we have
people willing to fight what they
believe in," said Desruisseau. "I
hope that in doing whaf we did
people in Albany, especially Silver, will push harder for restoration."
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Day Session Student Govemment'sWay OfKeeping The Student Body Informed
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By Andrew Heller
President-Elect*
Day Session Student Government
..
Welcome to the May 10, 1995 issue of Day Session Student
DONT SELL YOUR BOOKS YET!!
Government's What's Up news column; our last issue for the Spring
semester. This past semester has been one of the most chaotic and'
Starting the first week of the Fall Semester, DSSG will provide a
disgraceful in the history of City University. Student leaders across "marketplace" for students to sell and buy books....
CUNTs 17 colleges have fought battle after battle protecting student
for more information, stop by the DSSG office in room 1531 of360 PAS
' .
~
rights against public education .destroyers like Governor George
Pataki. And as one of those student leaders, I am proud to say that
we have, in fact, made a difference.
Students across New York State stood up and took a stand by
During·final week, the Newman Library will be open:
.
protesting in rallies from Albany to City Hall. We screamed, we
shouted, we lobbied, we made sure that the State Legislature knew
5/20,5/21
lOam - 9pm
how devastating these cuts are. Even now, in the middle of May, the
5/22-5/25
9am - midnight*
state budget still has not been passed. The State Legislature has
5/26
9am - 6pm**
been fighting Pataki's proposed budget since it was released months
,iigo. Pataki has proveri to be an ineffective leader right from the start.
*9am - ~pm: full service ,
Making threats and engaging in petty bickering with Assembly
"9pm - 12pm: studyonly
Speaker Sheldon Silver is not the proper way to lead our state. It's
** lounge open until Bpm
a shame that the governor of New York .has not only ripped the
educational opportunities right out of many CUNY students' hands,
but he has the nerve to use his Lt. Governor, Betsy McCaughey, as a
I would like to offer my congratulations to Andrew Heller,
"puppet" to defend his budget cuts to CUNY. Hey George, if you're
the President -Elect, for winning the Day Session Student
going to destroy the educational opportunities of CUNY students, at
Government Presidential election. I believe the Baruch students
least have the guts to defend them yourselfl
who voted made a wise decision, and that the whole
As I look back and reflect on this past semester's events, I
Baruch community will benefit from that decision.
sometimes feel guilty towards my participation. I ask myself: Could
Mr. Heller has been a dedicated member of Day Session
I have done more? Could I have made a difference? When the Fall
Student Government ever since he was a freshman, and
semester at Baruch begins, and my tuition bill increases by a proI believe he wilt do a great job as the President.
jected $500, with little or no financial aid to cover it, nothing I can do
Derrick Zhang
will stop it: However, when Pataki attempts to, cut CUNY's budget
President
more in 1996, and then again in 1997, I can only think of one solution
Day Session Student Government
- I will make it my mission in life to see Governor George E; Pataki
not re-elected into office. Our governor has made one of the worst
political moves of his career: he drove every student leader across
*pending approval by the Student Election and Governance Review
CUNY to join that same mission. Watch out, George, we'll bwready Committee (SEGRC)
for you in November 1998!!
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LIBRARY HOURS EXTENDED
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Schedule Grid To Change; Provost
Declines To Release Specific Details

Students Split On Grid
Change, But Agree
Unanimously: We
Weren't Consulted
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THE BERNARD Mm BARUCH COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CONGRATULATES OUR 1995 AWARD RECIPIENTS
Outstanding Achievement Awards·

Allen J". Bohbot '76
CEO, Bohbot Communicetlons, Inc.

Allen Newman '53
Chief Executive, Key.Food stores Co-Operative, Inc.
,

.-

.

Faculty Service Asaard

Professor Mildred R. .·Stansky
'Law Department

Alumni Service Award

.»

.James O'CoDnors '69, '78
Founding Member, Baruch'College Alumni Association
....
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From: The President's Desk•••
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Censure By
Council
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By President Matthew
.Goldstein
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.• WitJ;i the State's budget over
a month late and serious pressures-on the College's operating
budget for next year, good news
is in short supply these days.
Still, some things bode well for
the College's. future, 'and I'm
pleased to report several new
developments.
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BOOKSTORE A'NNOUNCES NEW HOURS
The Baruch College Bookstore has announced the
following hours:
.
_
-uniu Friday, May 19: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday, and 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. on Friday.
-Beginning on Monday, May 22 the bookstore will
extend Monday through Thursday hours from 9:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Friday hours will remain the
same.
The store will remain open through the summer.
,

LIBRARY ANNOUNCES HOURS FOR FINALS
WEEK
, The William and Anita Newman Libr ary will open
for the following hours for finals week:
,
May 20 to 21: 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
May 2 2 to 25: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. (full se rvi ce), 9 p.m.
to 12 p.m. (study only). ..
May 26: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The lounge will be open
until 8 p.m.
FOR ESL STUDENTS
Th ursday March 11 will the be the semester's
final meeting of the Grammar Workshop/
Conversation Club. To celebrated the end of the
semester, students will go out .to lunch with their
.tutors. Interested students should meet in Room'
609 of 1 7 Lexington Avenue 'at 1:00 p.m.
FACUL TY HONORED

-Three-Baruch College Faculty members were
recen tly-awar'ded Prestderrtial Excellence Awards for
Distinguished Teaching land Service for 1995-95.
The three are Professor Jayana Clerk, department
of English; Professor Robert Ducoffe, department of
marketing; and Professor Don Watkins, School of
Public Affairs.
The names of these faculty will be inscribed on
the plaques in the Administrative Lounge, and the
awards will be presented at -Cornmen cemcnt on
Thursday, June 1 ..
-In other news, three City University of New York
who are leaders in the arts have won Guggenheim
Fellowships for 1995.
Sculptor Maureen Connor, associate professor of
art at Queens College, photographer Ann Hunt. Currier, adjunct lecturer at Brooklyn College, and
George Frederfck 'Custen, professor of
communications and theater at the College of
Staten Island were the recipients.
. IRS SEIZES TAX ,REFUNDS OF STUDENT LOAN
DEFAULTERS
More than 304,000 taxpayers have received
notices from Uncle Sam instead of the tax refund
. checks that they were expecting.
.
In~he first quarter of this year, an estimated
$224 million was- €,ollec-t-ed-bythe-IRS-w6rklng.· in .
cooperation with the Department of Educatton , The
average amount seized was $736 per person.

time to be developed; its formal
establishment will then be prese n t e'd for approval by the
CUNY Board of Trustees.

For the second time,WiH- ,
iam and Anita Newman are
. making a seven-figure gift to
Baruch College. As you know,
we placed the. names of these
dear friends of Baruch on the
beautiful new library in recognition of their generosity to the
College. Now, less than two
years after their five-million
dollar gift, they are giving one
million dollars to endow The'
Steven L. Newman Real Estate
'Institute in memory of their late
son, who was following the lead
of his grandfather's and father's
successes in real estate. Plans
for the Institute will take some

Even with the uncertainties
about ~he State's Operating
Budget for FY 1995-96, we have
secured significant funding in
the City's Capital Budget for
FY 1995-96. A high technology.
allocation of$433,OOO supported
'by, Borough President Ruth
Mes singer will allow us to
quickly bring the much touted
"information superhighway"
into three more of our buildings
in the very near future , Faculty
offices and labs will be wired
directly into Baruch's wide-area
network with links to the
Internet and the World Wide
Web, and administrative units
will be linked to the rest of the
campus and The University. We
are hopeful that we can alsosecure the additional funding
needed to bring our 18th Street
building onto the network in the
near future.

One of the' Library's most
elegant spaces will soon have a
new name: The Irving J.
Chaykin Conference Room.
U-sed for a variety of faculty
meetings and other functions,
this room is adjacent to the
Baruch College Archives. One
of its special treasures is a, remarkable painting, "Lawyers
and Clients," by the pre-eminent African American artist

March For CUNY!!!
/

In bringing these singular
and lasting benefits to Baruch,
many faculty members, administrators, and alumni have contributed their time, energy, and
creativity. Rather t han- citing'
them here individually, I will
thank.them collectively for their
teamwork'and for that devotion
to the well-being of the College
as a whole which their efforts
exemplify. And, of course, the
single reason for' getting, all
these,new resources for Baruch
and the basis for our collective
efforts is tobenefit over 1'5,000'
hard-working students.

Date:) May 11

Time~:30 p.m.

Place: Meet at the
corner of Cortlandt
.and Church Streets in
Manhattan for a
protest march to City
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Esta blish ed in 1932

Far ah Geh y
.Editor-in=-chief
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Rich ard Scot t
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- The Tick er is publishe d bi-w eekly , eigh t
time s a seme ster, by The
Tick er edito rial staff at
360 Park Ave. Sout h,
New York , NY 1001 0,
Room 1522 (E-m ail-Ame rica Onli ne: The
Inte rnet ;
Tick er;
theti cker @ao l.com ). All
work exce pt prin ting is
done by Baru ch unde rgrad uate and grad uate
stud ents . All type d and
signe d cont ribut ions and
lette rs are welc ome, and
shou ld be mail ed to the
abov e addr ess (or E-m ail
addr ess).
Our offic e is open
duri ng regu lar scho ol'
hour s. Any disp lay advert isin g ". ques tion s'
shou ld be direc ted to the
adve rtisi ng Man ager or
Man agin g Edit or at the
abov e addr ess. .
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E x it o f a C hi ef ·F ro m T h e P re si d en t' s D es k

By Far ah Geh y

. Well , this is it. My year s here at The Tick er
have come to a scree chin g halt. Afte r serv ing as
new s edito r for two year s, senio r edito r for six
. mon ths, and edito r-in- chief for the past year , I am
leav ing The Tick er to devo te my rema ining six
mon ths at Baru ch to bein g a stud ent for the first
time in my college caree r.
A few year s ago in. Baru ch's .liter ary mag azine, "Enc ount ers," I wrot e that I was sacri ficin g
my yout h for my futu re by devo ting all of my free
time and ener gy to the pape r. In that artic le, I
com plain ed that beca use of The Ticke r, I didn 't
devo te enou gh time to my stud ies as well as to a
socia l life. My sacri fice was getti ng the most
expe rienc e out of Baru ch that I coul d get so that
I wou ld have the best resu me whe n I grad uate d.
Hope fully I'll grad uate in Dece mber . And you
know wha t? My year s at The Tick er have serv ed
me well. Not only have I gain ed the writ ing and
editi ng-e xper ience that I was searc hing for as a
lowe r class man , but I've also gain ed valu able
inter pers onal expe rienc e. 1 can hone stly say that
ifI had neve r joine d The Ticke r, I wou ldn't be the
pers on I am today .
So, as .a soun doff, I woul d like to than k the
peop le who' ve mold ed and help ed me over the
year s. Firs t and forem ost, Raph ael Olm eda (aka
K C. Sierr a). Olm eda, I will neve r get tired of

•

thew Gol dsti en
iden t Mat
By Pres
.
.
.

With the State 's budg et over a mon th late and .
serio uspr essu res on the College's oper ating budg et
for next year, good news is in shor t supp ly these
days. Still, some thing s bode well for the College's
future, and I'm pleas ed to repo rt seve ral new developme nts.
For the secondtim e, Wiil iama ndA nitaN ewm an
are mak ing a seve n-fig ure gift toBaruch College.
As you know, we place d the nam es of these dear
frien ds of Baru ch on the beau tiful new libra ry in
recognition of their .gene rosit y to the College. Now,
less than two year s after their five-million dolla r
gift, they areg iving onem illion dolla rs to endo wTh e
Stev enL. New man Real Esta teIns titut einm emo ty
of their late son, who was following the lead of his
gran dfath er's and fathe r's successes in real estate.
Plan s for the Insti tute will take some time to be
developed; its form al estab lishm ent will then be
prese nted for appr oval by the CUN Y Boar d of

"I Can honestly say tha t if
1 had ne ver joi ne d Th e

~-rke:~
-·'Ti£1ierjTwo
pe rso n I am today."

sayi ng this. You are my hero . Ever ythin g I did,
or tried to do was to be as good an edito r as you
were . You r journ alist ic stan dard s in my first
year at The Tick er will stay with me for the rest
of my life.
Carl Aylm an; Mr Mick ey Mou se. Tha nk you
for bein g there for me this past year . I appr ecia te
your advi ce and comf ort thro ugh this very difficult year . ~ neve r be forgo tten. .
My staff . Wha t can I say? You guys were
the prais e for
GRE AT this year . I know I get allBut,
I coul dn't
r.
pape
t
grea
a
such.
Pu tting out
:Y"
have done it with out you. True , you'v e mad e me
a very stres sful pers on this past year (mis sing
dead lines , amo ng othe r thing s), but thro ugh the
good and bad time s we stuc k toge ther and mad e
this year 's pape r the best it's ever been . Cont inued succ ess next year . I woul d like to than k my
Last but not least ,
fami ly for their supp ort. Mom and Dad, than k
you for stan ding by me thro ugh all of my decision s.lkn owlc anal way scou nton youf oras long
as I live. Myr iam, you are the best siste r a girl can
have . Who else can 1 expe ct to wait thre e hour s
whil e I putf inish ing touc hes to the pape r. Erick ,
. -my little broth er, I hope you know how muc h I
love you. Don' t .ever forg et that. Can I be your
favo rite siste r now? And Dipt i, my supp osed best
frien d. We've had our ups and dow ns over the
·year s, and we'v e alwa ys man aged to patc h thing s
up. I hope our frien dship does n't end whe n you
.
get mar ried .
ding
spen
to
As muc h as I'm look ing.f orwa rd
·
sad to
more time with my frien ds and fami ly it'sfash
ion
I Yin Baru ch in the
.
.
ea . g
·see that I
In
ge
that I ente red It. Whe n I ent~red. con~
the Fall of 1991 , CUN Y ~~s In the .mId st of
a very serio us budg et ·cnSI S. Not hing com ·par es to the crisi s we will face in the Fall of
1995 .. We face a very grim futu re.

WIll?e

noun ce an unre stric ted gift to the Colle ge of one
-hun dred thou sand dolla rs from Irvin g and Clarice
Chay kin. Again, the formal nam ing the conference
room will be prese nted for appr oval by the Boar d of

Trustees,

Even with the unce rtain ties abou t the State 's
Oper ating Budg et for FY 1995-96, we have secured
signi fican t fund ing in the City's Capi tal Budg et for
FY19 95-9 6~ Ahightechnologyallocationof$433,OOO
supp orted byBo roug hPre siden tRut hMe ssing erwi ll
dow us to quick ly bring the muc h toute d "info rmation supe rhigh way" into three more ofou r build ings
in the very near futur e. Facu lty offices and labs will .
be wire d direc tly into Baru ch's wide -area netw ork
with links to the Inter net and the Worl d Wide Web,
and admi nistr ative units will be linke d to the rest of
the camp us andT heUn ivers ity, We areh opef ul that
we can also secure the addit ional fund ing need ed to
brin gour 18th Stree tbuild ing onto the netw orkin the
near futur e..
Trustees.
On Mon day, May 8th, the Baru ch College Fund
TheN ewm anLi brary ·isso onto recei vean ation al
al Disti nguis hed Alum nus Trib ute
awar d celeb ratin g its architecture and inter ior host s its annu
a Hote lfor Robe rt Luci ano (class of
design. Baru ch's is one of three libra ries to be Dinn erat the Plaz
herin g-Plo ugh. This even t is a majo r
hono redjo intly by the Ame rican Insti tute ofArchi- '54), CEO ofSc
olleg e, aridit alsop rovid esim portects and theA meri can Libr aryAssociation. This is fund -rais erfor theC
philanor Baru ch in the corporate
in addit ion to two local hono rs from the New York tant visib ilityf
R.e spo nse fro mou r~~ ben e
Land mark s Cons erva ncy and the Municipal Arts throp icwo rlds.
'magnifiesthe
facto rs has been terrific,an ditss u.
Society.
contr ibuti ons to the College.
Oneo fthe Libra ry'sm oste lega ntspa ces will soon Fund 's man y vital
these singu lar and lasti ng bene fits to
have a new nam e: The Irvin g J. Chay kin Confer- ., In bring ing
facu lty mem bers, admi nistr ators , and
ence Room. Used for a varie ty offac ulty meet ings Baru ch, many
contr ibute d their time , ener gy, and
and othe r fu.ncti~, this room is adjac ent to .the alum ni have
ertha nciti ngth einh erein divid ually ,
Baru ch College Archives. One of its speci al trea- creat ivity . Rath
collectivelyfor their team work and
sures is a rema rkab le pain ting, "Law yers and Cli- I will than k them
~.._
"'~t_.tia.r.~~~~tq the ~n- be= Oft he~ asBe,
ents," ~y the.pi'i!._~~!~~~~it An ,~an:it
Jr.
e»t
_Ol
l--:-, 'Wbt *! wft idi the iF~ _Ar .u(
Jaco bLaw rence . Irvin gJ.Cb 8jJiiO iSTii tJlilJ
n for getti ng all thes e new resou rces
alum nus (class0f'32)andaletift!d:professor, whos e . the singl e reaso
the basis for ourcollective efforts is to
comm itme nt to the Colle ge has been unwa verin g for Baru ch and
0 hard -wor king stude nts.
and long- stand ing. It is a "'great pleas ure to an- bene fit over 15,00

and

S om et hi ng F un ny H ap pe ne d...
To T he . P re si de nt

finally apologized, as hepu t it, "In orde r to get it over
WI-th."
. Man y coun cil mem bers feel Zhan g's actio ns were
done simp ly out of spite. He knew the cons eque nces
as
ofhis actions. As presi dent ofthe stud entb odya nd
still
g
Zhan
ge,
an adul t abou t to grad uate from colle
chooses to beha ve in an imm ature and childish .
man ner.
Unfo rtuna tely, there were those coun cil mem bers
that felt thate ven thou gh they agre ed that he had
abused his power, lied to coun cil and did not seem
sorry forit ,they didn 'twan ttobl emis hhisr ecor dwit h
an impe achm ent. Luck y him. Som e of us don't have
the optio n of reckl ess disregard for our actio ns with out puni shme nt. Weh opet hatth ischa ngeo fbea rtby
some council mem bers has noth ing to do with Zhan g
indiv idual lycal lings ome council mem bers before the
hear ing to plead his case ahea d of time . That was
what the hear ing was for, but mayb e Zhan g did not
lse
is often unaw are of thing s...
e H~ came to the hear ing, with out the state ment , know this. He
We fell two vote s shor tofim peac hmen t. After three
admi tted to his guilt and said he owed noap ology ,
"und er arres t", Zhan gwa s resto red to
In a priva te; "no witn esses " meet ing, Zhan g was - week sofb eing
ily for him, he got plen ty of-time off to
willin g to adm it his guilt just to get his job back. He power. Luck
CrA exam with out the stres s of his
wasn 't adul t enou gh to adm it he was wron g in stud y for his
dent ial dutie s.
public, even though he prom ised to do so. He only presi
...
"

d Tr lly Re
B Dina Da ·
y~
.e
an.n
V1S
;Y
Last mon th, coun cil voted to hold an impe achmen t hear ing agai nst Pres iden t Derr ick Zhan g. .
bein z i 4-~ti· nal
Zhang. dmit ted hi actio
mg mten 0
ODS as
to s
a
g a .personal
ernin
conc
t
poin
a
.
prove
to
in orde r
mber. I t was
cil
th
argu men t with ano er COUD me
both childish and unpr ofess ional ofhim. to use his
powe r to pwri sh a fellow Council mem ber. This was
a clear and blata nt abus e of his autho rity.
Whe nask edifb erea lized thatw hath ewas doin g
Zha ng.d that h
hm
ds &'.
e
sal
was grou n lor impe ac ent,to sign the
her
vouc
gh
enou
did-not care. He cared
onee .thei mpea chme ntcha rgesw erebr ough tagai nst
him. He also cared enou gh to apologize after he
reali zed all of coun cil felt he was guilt y, Once he
he was aske d to do then was put the
apologized,
apology in writi ng and addr ess it to council. Zhan g
once again prom ised one thing , but aid some thing
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J!ixha.Ie p'ages are those
The opini ons ~pressed on
ts only typew ntten and signe d opinion.
represent the opini ons ofThe Tick er edito rial staff.· The- Tick er accep
icatio n ofExha le artic les is conti ilgen t
pieces ofno more than 750 uiords ~m Baru ch College stude nts. Publ
s, typeWritteA and sign .ed. Uns~ d
. upon an edito rial boar d vote. Lette rs must be no more that 350 uord
will be withh eld upon retl,uest. Wrlt ersletter s will not be publ ished . However, when appropriqte~ name s
ns are subje ct to editi ng fOT. space and
.shou ld prov ide day and even ing telephone numb ers. All subm issio
~
clarity. Atldre8sall opin ion pieces andl ett,e ratot he ExbaJeeditoT
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By Kevin Degidon
Some consider the U.S. to be an experiment in
whether a healthy productive society can thrive
without a central authority, constructing a road
map and regulating procedures to follow that
path. For many of us however, this country has
a far more divine meaning than a social lab study.
To us, the Pledge ofAllegiance has a significance
second only to God. So,ifthat was not the purpose
of the Revolutionary War, why shed the blood?
For. that matter, why did the Pioneers bother to
risk dying from starvation since there were no
refrigerators then, and the food stored in the
Mayflower, all had early expiration dates?

America was founded oil
the dream that people
should live free.

Association members have abused their power in
going on to trips paid for with student fees. One of
them was a trip to Florida which cost $9,852.15.
Throughout the semesters, FallII and Spring I of
'94, $1,395 were advanced to Student Government by President William Negron and $1,000
more by Vice-President Larry Abercrombie the
following June, after leaving the college.
Not surprisingly, faculty members and student government have proudly joined the AntiContract crowd. They have illegally pulled the
fire alarms to get students to join anti-budget cut
rallies. They have invited Fidel Castro supporters into the college and posted "join or die" in red
letters throughout the campus.
Most recently, College PresidentRaymondBowen
had decided to hold classes on Good Friday. After

almost two years as a student, it is painfully to me,
what is.being done here. La Guardia's administration has, been making' a consorted effort to tum a
college, irohically named after a Republican mayor,
into a communist training camp.Th~yhave handpicked professors who believe that government
should control all major U.S. industries and reject
traditional American views. As for the press, the
administration will only allow it to circulate, if they
can screen what goes in it and see that it aligns with
their philosophy and their personal interests.
As the AmericanExpresscommercials say, "it can
happen to you."You must bevigilant and watch out.
After all, had the pioneers been so apathetic; would
we be here speaking freely on such a topic? What
would Thomas Jefferson have had to say about all
of this?

.B arney
By Robert Saucer
Republicans in the House of Representatives
have proposed many spending cuts, and some
have already passed, for the current budget
cycle. One of these cuts, ·most likely to take
place is a 15 percent (47 million) decrease to the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting or P,BS.
Also a cut in fiscal year '97 of 30 percent (94
'million). By 1998, Speaker Gingrich wants to
zero the subsidies out and privatize CPB.
I
say, "Right on Newt."
Founded in 1968 the CPB has taken in a
whopping $3 billion in direct federal funding.
The 1,080 TV and radio stations have also
taken in over $5 billion in federal grants for
studios and broadcasting supplies. They also
have ,faised ~n estimat~d $15.5 billion in nonfede~ndIng,accor-ding to a Pressler analy-

Reality Check

Black, Proud And
Living in America

SIS.

In their tireless quest for the New World, the
Pioneers showed passion for things of greater
importance than riches or even comfort. Back in
Great Britain, kings were living lavishly of the
common peasant's taxes, and those who dared to
Reprinted From The Wall Street Journal, Fe~. 24, 1989
practice a denomination other than the Anglican
Church (a church founded by King Henry VIII to
grant himself ultimate power) had their land By Leon Wyn~r
runs from Africa through every corner of the
owningrights restricted ifnoteliminated. America
"Black tells you about skin color and what world and that our claim to wherever we
wasfounded on the dream that.people should live , 'side of
on,"tlieRev~'
stari.a~'· -whetner-1ii- jii iil c-a or 'Georgia,' is
free. That is why, in the founding of the Consti-. said last month, as he and others called for our valid. I've looked forward with pride to being
tution, our forefathers broke government into name to be changed.
"black" urrril I die. 0t at least until,Ame~ca
three branches judicial, legislative (Congress)
"African-American evokes a discussion ofthe realizes that we're all one race, human, wh ich
and executive (president, cabinet). It was why world." It is hard to argue the gut feelings behind I expect will be at least that long.
they ruled that, "Congress shall make no law this identity enhancement, or to question the
The appellation "African-American" is not
abridging religion or prohibiting the free practice ,gnawing hunger within communities of color for ' such assertion of humanity, but a cult~ral
thereof." It was why the right ofspeech, assembly a sustainingsense of self-worth.,TIl go along with and national division. My doctor, who tb inks
and the right to bare arms were written. They it because the intention is positive;lbut, I question "African-American" will suffice "until we drop
also wrote that only Congress had the power to the logic and dou~t that "African-American" will the damn, American part," disagrees. Hectordeclare war. They had no interest in getting replace "black" in the hearts of people who fought ing me through a physical exam, she' said
entangled in theconflicts of the land they fought for that appellation 20-odd years ago.
Africa, the continent and the consciousness,
to escape. We may take these ideas for granted
"Black" isn't good enough anymore. Its small is our future, not our heritage.
today, but back then,they were unheard of and "b" was always an affront, holds one of the arguBut she had to admit that "African-Amer-inever before practiced.
ments for change. It won out (over Afro and can" didn't gain undivided allegiance 20 years
Unfortunately, there are some people African-American) only because it intimidated ago "because people weren't ready to be Afritoday who do not share those same values. Here, white folks, they say, because "black" sounded can back then." I thought of her words while
in N~w York State, during the last few months, $3 like there was a riot going on, a true revolution. waiting for a subway train, three levels under
million dollars have been spent by the state and My argument is that it was more than monosyl- a corner of west Harlem where gunfire is
ffiunicipat,.unions to keep government and its labic stylishness.
common after dark, still smarting from the
expenditures growing and to ensure that the
If the "blackest". hue was the most despised examination. The train' was late and the
Board of Education remains out of the hands of pigment in the U.S. melting pot, we turned it platform was full of Africans in America,
voters through the hands of elected officials. around, made it the most loved and overcame the from Raiti and Alabama, Puerto Rico and
They have also raved against the Contract with self-hatred that racism imposed. Tome, "African- Detroit, most heading home from work.
America, which calls for more power ofregulation American" takes a half-step back from this affir, One miscreant pretended not to se~ us as
to state, a limit on Federal borrowing and a limit mation of what we have done - ' what we have he relieved himself at one corner of the platon deployment of U.S. troops in U.N. missions. made of America in our own image - to gain form. I thought, "Ifhe knew he was an African
rm sure such things would have disgusted Tho- sup~sedlyfirmer footing on African shores.
American, with two capital letters and a herimas Jefferson.
Black people have incorporated so much into tage, could he stand there, urinating on this
Simultaneously, the administration at our African selves over the centuries, in genes as ,outpast of the motherland, and face himself
La Guardia C.C. has blocked publication of the well as culture, that identity has always been a in the mirror?" Maybe Mr. Jackson is right,
Bridge Newspaper. With no other paper on cam- source ofconfusion and division. &?me will argue and "black" has failed to keep us from selfpus and the college radio station not functioning, at length as to whether a coffee-colored American destruction in an identitL,void.
La Guardia students have practically no form of resident born in Cuba should properly think of
But then, I thought of how no one else on
communication. Since a controversial piece titled, himselfas American, Cuban, Hispanic, Spanish, the platform even considered so degrading
"Who's the Real Problem," was printed, the Dean African, Nigerian, Yoruba or some mixture. Oth- himself, or the community, though the late
of Student Ruth Lugo-Alvarez' has hand-picked ers argue that as long as this man is black he can't train strained us all. For most, I think, it was
Facult¥, Advisers Sam Amoako and Lance beAmerican,becauseAmericahasneverwanted enough to know what our parents, grandparSeunarine. Their only mission has been to block him. But there is no argument now about the ents an'a great grandparents, who maintained,
the votes on going to press. They also have basis-upon which he faces discrimination. Here their great dignity no matter what they were
refused torecognizeJerryFrohnofferastheadvi- in America, being an African won't change the called, would say to such behavior. I don't
sor elected by the Bridge Editorial' Staff. way America sees black skin.
need the capital letters to be proud, because
Seunarine's position as Director of Student Life
There is a verity that holds that you "don't I apprec.iate my Mrican ancestry. The brother
and Development is a duplication of a position have to do nothing but be black and die," which lacking an identity needs to be reacquainted
alreiidy held by Viricent Banrey. As a result ofthe pre-dates the '60s identity struggle. When that with his most recent ancestors first, and what .
silence, Student Government and the College s~ruggle ended, "black" declared that our blood they paid for, here.
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By Luz Ortiz
Ever heard ofthe term "traditionally aged"?
What do you think it applies to - wine, women,
cheese, all of the above? Well, I'm gonna take a
shot and say that if you're a student at Baruch
College over"the' age of 25, you are NOT, traditionally aged.
Let me start at the beginning. ABC' news
wanted to do a piece on how the CUNY budget
cuts would affect a 'quintessential' undergrad,
someone who'd be forced to postpone their education in face of the cuts. They contacted Zane
Berzins, manager of News and Public Information at Baruch.
Now, if I were the powers that be, namely
public relations for Baruch, I'd hav~osen one
of the many who have been writing about the
CUNY budget cuts for The Ticker or The Reporter.
Of the many writers, one of them is bound to
be affected, and not only affected, but wellversed in' the subject, enough to adequately
represent Baruch College in a public arena.
Zane Berzins was given my name as a
possible contender.
- When I returned her call, she rushed me off
the phone, telli ng me she had the producer from
ABC on the other line. and proceeded to tell rue
th at they wouldn't be abl(:- to uSe me nec,iuse
l.::'e:v were looking for at.r adn.ion a llv ageci' :;tu-
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dent, in other words - I'M TOO OLD!
Have you ever been called old so eloquently?
Well, I have a friend who's a radical Equal
Employment Opportunity specialist for a major New York firm, and when I told her what, to
me was initially one of those funny, everyday
stories that happen in everyone's life, she went
ballistic. "Discrimination! ! ! " she screamed in
my face. "What does your age have to do with
the issue at hand?! What's her name?! How do
you spell it?! What did she call you?!"
, When I was finally able to get a word in
edgewise and remind her she's not my lawyer,
, I started thinking. What does my age have to do
with the issue? I started to wonder if any ofthe
others who have written CUNY budget stories
had been called.
Even if Berzins couldn't use the writer him!
herself, maybe ABC had interviewed someone
, 'traditionally aged' and usable. In any case, I
am sure 90 percent 'Cmy statistic) of Baruch's
students will be affected by the cuts.
Well, apparently Baruch took too long to
find someone and ABC went with CCNY. In a
phone conversation with Berzins, she said she
thought ABC had 'backpeddaled' Baruch, but
all I could think was, in a school of over 1f) .300
students, we COUldn't fine! a student t~at'1i be
.iffec t.ed by the CUNY cuts. o n.d l{'(IS the righ t

The big purpte.dinosaur
rolls in $1 billion in gross Pro or Con
merchandising revenue
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\Vhat wi Il happen when o,r:::- trial is over?
t:
.... b~le chann o 1 '; have twentv-four rrour s to
'-....Id
kill. I say in five ve ars. at I110St. this-will
D1akin er organizations, which is tax deductible. become a reality.
, Assuming we are in 1999. NE\VS FLASH
Lefs face it. the CPB IS filthy rich.
Fur1999- "Hi, I'n1 Walter Cronkite here to anthermore I am just getting tired of hearing
nounce the latest in television entertainment."
them v-.~ hi ne and cry, financial poverty.
'
Cronkite's station is called: The Lynching
Take a guess at how much "'Barney". ~ake.s.
Network, and it is owned by the i~famous
The big purple dinosaur rolls in $1 bIll~on In
David Duke. Duke has gone into television
gross merchandising revenue a year. Dl~ ~ou
programming and he is presenting this p:i~e
know that Sesame Street brings in $800 mIllIon
time extravaganza. At this point, CronkIte IS
per year, that is the equivalent of the e~tire
still the most trusted man in America. '
revenues for the National Hock:ey League.
This is how the channel works, there are
Virtually all the money in merchandisi~g
Jews and all other various minorities up on
sales never even gets back to PBS.
ThIS
trial for all different offenses. Big deal you
money, billions of it, ends up in the pockets of
say? These criminals will get absolutely no
the merchandiser~.
trials at all, "Just like the good ?ld days," says
With almost two thirds of Americans getting cable bills each month, there is little need David Duke.
There is a celebrity judge panel such as
'tor channel 13 to receive federal funds. There
Richard Simmons, Chevy Chase or Johnny
are, many learning channels out ;~ere, s~ch as
Carson. These stars decide how the execu"TLC," "The Discovery Channel, The HIStOry
tion ,should go to these deviants of the
Channel " and new ones are on ,the way.
If
American society. For example, if there is
people ~ant "Burt and Ernie" they ~~l g~t i~
a Jew, or any other minority up on trial, he/
but not through my tai money. If BIg BIrd
she would be murdered in any of the many,
,and "Barney" are so popular they will be able to
available ways. To name some, throwing
do just well in the free market place, cable or
himlher into ovens, another way would be
commercial TV will pick them up.
"
,
hanging, or even worse, by listening to
There is no existing need to subsidize the
Cathy Lee Gifford talking about her soCorporation for Public Broadcasti~~~y longer.
called "Christian" ways. If that d,oes not
Let the House and Senate AppropnatIons ~om
'kill him/her:r then nothing will.
mittees due way with this wasteful spendln~.
"That will teach that Christ killers. We
PBS is even breaking the laws, to save theIr
will beat the Jesus back into them," puke
funding. Over the past three and a halfmont~s,
would say., The same happens with blac~s
they have placed ads all over this great natIon
or anybody else. That is not all, thvere IS
lobbying for more tax d~llars. These ~ds are
also a special 'executioner each and every
paid for by your taxes. That is blatantly I.llegal,
show. Politicians are welcomed as w~l. '
and they must be punished for such a~tIons.~
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receive money from the l\;ational Endowment
for the Arts and the N ational Endowment for
the Humanities. along with billions fr-om profit
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The sh ow i s b ro adc as te d live from the
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~i r o the tv; og 1;' e s t sex e cut i () n e rs who h a v e
the spot lig ht. Listen to the Jist of c e ieb r i-

:ics we ha . . ·e for r.h ee xecu t i o n , Ronald Rea ga n . Snoop Doggy Dog a n d Op ra h Wi n frey.
"'\Ve can't w a i t to gi v e those seven ,] ew ~ and

blacks the justice they deserve, the way
God ordered it-" saysThe Pope. who makes
a cameo appearance.
'"Now that the Pope gave our network
the okay, we will be the most watched show
in history," state? CronkiLe at a press c~n
ference before the show aired. Cronkl te

These criminals will get
absolutely no trials at all,
"Justlike the good old '
days," says David Duke.
adds "We will go all over the world. If you
thou~ht the news and reality based shows
were violent, you ain't seen nothing yet.".
Flashbacking into the present. Now It
sounds pretty far fetched right? With
America's cry out for killings, and.love for
celebrities, would this really shock anyone
in a couple of years? Especially if the republicans still have control, of everything? ,
Wouldn't a conservative like Rupert
Murdoch or Ted, Turner love to do -some-_
thing like ~hat, especially if they would
guaranteed big bucks? Laugh all you want
now, but once this occurs maybe the laugh
will be on you.
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Saying Good Bye

Your Attention Please

Clinton Ans~eredMy Letter

CiS
x
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By Adelaide Blache
_
It was Good Friday a couple of days before
Easter and I was tired. I had taken my last midterm the day before and had spent all that day
trying to sell some jewelry I had made so I'd have
a little extra cash for the Spring Break. It was
about 8:30 p.m. and I was returning from an
emergency diaper run. I opened my mailbox and
laying innoculously among junk mail and bills
from Con-Ed and NYNEX was a letter addressed
to me from the WHITE HOUSE. Yes, I had
written to President Bill Clinton and had enclosed my Gitelson Essay, but I did not seriously
expect a reply. I held the letter in one hand, the
diapers in the other and ascended the four- flights
of stairs to my apartment.
A few weeks earlier, three students Seidia
Roach, Carol Zytnik, Robert Sauer and myself
had represented Baruch at the 26th Annual Student Symposium sponsored by The Center For
The Study of the Presidency. A fifth student
Jason Shela had gone to the symposium last year
and returned this year since he had received a
Fellowship from the Center. The easiest way to
describe the symposium is to say itis a convention
on governmental politics for college students
across the nation. For three days at the luxurious
Hyatt Regency Hotel ~n capital Hill, we had
listened to the who is who, and got the what is
what, about politics in. this country. One feature
of the symposium was the Moses Leo Gitelson
Essay Contest. The contest winners won a little
. cash, but got a lot of prestige. The theme was .
ISSUES 95. I first found out about the Student
Symposium and the contest in the beginning of
February, just as Mayor Rudy Guiliani and Governor George Pataki announced their budgets.

Living in th.c.90'$

My essay, which I titled "Impressions on the you for the materials enclosed. It's important to
Budgets," was, by and large, a critique of both of me that I hear thethoughts and experiences of
these proposed budgets. I saw the budget cuts as people who care about the future ofAmerica and
short-sighted and destructive to a wide cross the world. Our nation faces many challenges as
section ofthe people living in N ew York City and we prepare for the next century. I am seeking the
New YorkState. Students were mobilizingagainst most innovative approaches to address those
the cuts to Higher Education. Some people were challenges. Thank you for sharing your ideas
going to Albany, others were marching on City with me." It was signed Sincerely Bill Clinton.
Hall. I was going to Washington and I was going
I will not participate in Clinton bashing. I
to let my voice be eard.
think he is an excellent President in' what he is
I was in a daze when I entered my apartment. trying to do. During his. first year in office, as
My brothe was playing on the floor with my quiet as it is kept, only two other United States
twenty-month-old son. I ignored them both. I Presidents got more of their legislation passed.
went to the kitchen, washed and wiped a butte~ The legislation he passedincludedNAFTA,Famknife and gingerly sliced open the letter. There it ily Leave, The Brady Bill and Motor Voter Regiswas, written on WHITEHOUSE stationarywith tration among others. The President carne into
a raised seal, a letter addressed to me and signed) office with the mind to shake up the "status quo".
by President Bill Clinton. My brother, the ever The problem was that the status quo, big business
doubting Thomas, said "it's not a signature it's a. and special interest groups, refused to be shaken
stamp," but holding it up to the light he ex- up. Some of the first challenges he faced were
claimed, "it's not a stamp, Bill Clinton signed reforming national health.care and allowirig gays
your letter." This made me feel really good!
in the military. America is the only industrial
In the cover letter I had enclosed with my country that does not have some kind of national
essay, I told him that after the birth of my son in healthcare.
July 1993, I was frightened by the thought of
Firstly,IfeelAmericawillneverhaveuniver·,
being a single mother, totally responsible for my sal health care as long as the American Medical
son's young life. My mother said, "Look, Bill Association, the big drug companies and other
Clinton's mother went back to school to become a special interest groups, believe such legislation
nurse after he was born,.and raised the President will cause them to lose ... noney. How could he put
of the United States." With this inspiration I his wife Hillary in charge of an important legiswent back to school. Previously, I was an unin- lation and expect it to pass, in a country where
spired student, but since returning to Baruch I women are viewed as having less capacity and
have maintained a 3.65 GPA, in the classesI've rights as a man? Remember, the Equal Rights
taken. I also appealed to him as a Rhodes Scholar Amendment never passed.
to defend students against Financial Aid Cuts.
Secondly, America has a problem dealing
In his reply the President said, "I appreciate with sexuality. Some people would like to deny
you taking the time to write, and want to thank teenagers sex education and protection, so their
morals would remain safe. They then wonder
why America has a higher teen-age ·pregnancy
zate.than .anyEuropeancountry, which tendto be
more open ·about sexual matters.
Someone did research on the Puritans, the
people who settled this country, and found that a
large percent of women gave birth to their first
are surprised whenthey are toldthattbeydon't have child less than nine months after the wedding.
to lie down during labor. She said she got responses You figure it out. Did that make the women any
such as, "You mean I don't have to lie down and give less pure? Allowing gays in the militaryls too
birth? I could sit up, or squat?"
'" . much for this country and its Puritan soul to deal
"Birth Clinics are much more relaxed than hos- with. At least Bill Clinton tried to bring honesty
pitals and you help you.rselfmore," said Juanik, a to the phrase "a country by the people and for the
client. She monitors her urine and her weight by people," which I agree, sh.ould mean fairness for
herself. "TIlls allows you to become more involved all the people rich and poor, gay and straight

Giving Birth The Old Fashioned Way-

By Yvette Clarke
Before entering the small store front, you are
greeted with a symbol ofthree hands lifting a baby
toward the moon. Underneath the symbol are the
words, "Thefuture of Our Children is in Our Hands."
The symbol is an inspiration for many ofthe women
who come tothe"Center,givingthemawannfeeling
and aspiration for the future.
The store, Birth Books and Beyond, is New with the whole process of having your baby," she alike.
York's only resource center catering to women's said. At the Birth Center the nurses only take your
special needs and has a growing clientele. This is blood pressure, everythingelse you do it. I don't like
where pregnant women come and receive guidance hospitals and don'ttrnstthem. They are much more
/
about their perspective births from midwives. Their impersonal," said Juanik..
babies are born at birth centers as opposed tq
Juanik said she will also feel more comfortable
\ hospitals and they are delivered by midwives in- givingbirthatabirthcenterbecausemost~ves
stead ofdoctors. The Birth Center is located at 2472 are mothers. Besides, "You can also invite anyone
Frederick Douglas Blvd., in Harlem.
you want to be with you at the birth ofyour child,"
The Center was established to support, educate, Juanik said.
. more flexible. For instance, the clients are taught
and help reduce infant mortality rate in Harlem. It
Sheila Moorehead, a former client, whose baby how to massage the vaginal muscle. This allows the
is funded by a small grant from the Federal Govern- was delivered by Tyehemba in 1993, said in an muscle to stretch without the mother tearing, or to
ment.
excerptfromBirthGazette, "AftermeetingTyehemba prevent an episiotomy - cutting ofthe vagina.
'Through information, support and empower- Nonkululeko and we talked, I would go to perhouse
Francine Murray who had two births at a birth
ment, the high infant mortality rate in Harlem will and she would show me a diagram ofmy body and clinic said, she had minimum. pain during child
decrease," said Nonkululeko Tyehemba, executive tell me what was going to happen to me."
birth. Shemeditatedthroughoutherpregnancyand
officer, registered nurse and midwife ofthe Center.
Moorehead said, "Having a babyat home is more took holistic medicine. "Meditation helps you to
Tyehemba is concerned with the environment work in some ways. There's a list ofthings you need remain focus internally as opposed to externally,"
the center offers. "What is pleasing to the eyes is to get, and there are the herbs yourieed to take. I Murray said
pleasingtothemind," she said. This is whyshetried looked all ofthem up, I wanted to know what they
MUITay and Juanik expressed fears about the
to establish an "athome" atmosphere at the Center,
were doing to my body. Tyehemba helped me look babymonirorandtheforeepsthatdoctorsusedUring
where the women can feel comfortable, during a them up, too."
child birth at most hospitals. "I don't believe that
period when they are not always so.
"A doctor will say, "Here take this medicine." A they are good for the baby," Murray said
Birth, Books, and Beyond is sponsored by the midwife says, "Here are some herbs." This one will .
"My next goal is the development of a Women's
Harlem Birth Action Committee (HBAC). The help your milk supply, this one is good for your Health and Birth Center, offering personalized,
committee, founded in 1986, is a community-based, circulation, etc." That is the difference between a supportive, and pampering services to women and
volunteer,nonprofit organization, dedicated to re- midwife and a doctor," Moorehead said.
their families. It's true that ifyou empower women,
ducihg infant mortality, and increasing community
In addition, the Birth Center helps the clients to you empower the nation, that's my immediate
awareness ofwomen's issues, especiallyhealth care. havenaturalchild birthwithlessdiscomfort through dream," Tyehemba said.
The midwives at the center speak to their clients meditation, holistic medicine (herbs) and massages.>,
on a one-to-one basis, giving them encouragement Meditation and holistic medicine strengthen the
and information. Tyehemba said, that most women ~motherintemally. Massages helpmake the muscles
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with him and themselves and they were at his chief of Dollars and $ense is not an easy job.
Trying to get through production and classes
What did I learn at Baruch? Well, I learned a bedside when he died.
Whew, that was -depressing. Now for without having a nervous breakdown was imposlot more than one of my friends who went to a
private college in Virginia. When I asked him something that I can make comical. Registration. sible. The other thing that I Came across was the
w hat he learned, he said, "I learned how to We have all been through it. We have all lived overwhelming need for sleep. Studying, attemptsurvive alcohol poisoning after a night ofdrinking through it. So, what's so bad about registration? ing to sort outD&$ stuff and getting my resume
grain alcohol." Oh-:-quite impressive, don't you Everything! My first semester here, I had six done had me at a point where four hours of sleep
think? Not that my opinion really matters, but schedules made up. Yes,six. You know what, I got was a rniracle. But,nowthatresumesareoutand
where I am from, going to high school is enoughof my first choice. I almost died in the process, but I D&$ is done, you would think that maybe I could
got it. Here's my question-how hot is it in the catch up. No way. Now sleep is lost over antici- .
a lesson.on how to handle alcohol.
So, I didn't learn how to survive a drinking 24th Street building during fall registration? pating calls about the resume and about whether
binge , but on my first day at Baruch, t learned Then again, how hot does it get during spring or not my incomplete is going to get cleared up
how to survive the public transportation system. registration? Let's put it this way, it gets really before the deadline.
I have learned that the best way to survive
Anyone who has been here for at least four years warm. We're talking t-shirt and shorts in Januwill know what I'm talking about when I say that ary, and do you thinkthey would go for installing at Baruch is to know that it is almost easier to
my first day here was the day the 4 train crashed a pool just for August registration? I did realize take the stairs than to wait for an elevator. Yes,
at Union Square and there was no Lexington one thing though. The less electives you have to even to get to the 20th floor. There was one time
Avenue service in virtually all of Manhattan. I take, the more problems you have at registration. that I heard one of the security guards at 360
had no clue how to get there, other than to take I have seen seniors crying because the marketing PAS say, that there were 43 people who got off
the 6 train down froin 51st to 23rd, so I walked. or accounting class they need to graduate is a particular elevator. That sounds like an
Needless to say, I was not happy when I got to my closed and there are already 100 people on the exaggeration, but basically, whatitcomes down
pre-calc class on the ninth floor ofthe 18th Street waiting list. Oh, and don't try to take 15 credits to is that if you can walk up 20 flights of stairs,
building. I went home that night and studied my plus a one credit gym class. You have to get all you are better off doing that than trying to get
kinds ofpermission to do that. It is too much to go yourself into an elevator.
.subway map.
.
through in that heat. Do we live in New York or
Anyway, I learned a lot in the classroom also,
the Sahara at noon?
but who really cares about that? I mean, there
One more thing I learned, was that the best way are a lot of people who go backpacking through
to know if you are on track with the classes you Europe to find themselves and to learn about
are taking is to see a counselor every semester. life. I went to college to do that. I can't say that
Granted this is a lot easier for non-business I found myself-I'm not sure that I was ever
majors, butifyoudon'tdoit, you maybe surprised lost-but I do know that what I learned at
when it 'comes time to .register for your last Baruch could not he replaced by what I could
semester. I know someone who thought he only learn backpacking through Europe. But most
had to take nine credits his last semester and it of what I learned revolves around the fact that
turned out that he needed 24. Hello, summer everyone is different and everyone has to find
session and three hOUT classes!
their own way· to survive.
So, I finally got to my graduating semester
Thank you, Baruch, for helping me find
__.. _'I'heseeeadthingI leanned. isth,st. ifyou have· afterspendingfiveyearsinsch~ol(myfir~twa£?at
_ mine.
-" to take the Longlsland Rail-Road to get into the - - "Nassau-Con;iijIuJ!:ityt;6llege).· When' I did, thme - ... --Since'iiiriliiig71iisjJiece;()f;jvertzas-secured'",'--'
city and you wake up and see any snow on the were only two things I encountered.-Th:e-first was employment as EditorialAssistant for Dow Jones
ground, stay in bed; chances are that the LIRR is stress. I quickly realized that being editor-in- News Retrieval in Princeton.
.
not running "on or close to schedule," like they say
it is. I have learned that professors understand
'-'.:OU T
when you say that you couldn't get to their class,
~(
~
because when you finally dug your car out ofyour
driveway and drove five miles to the nearest
LIRR station, the train was running close to an
hour late and people were slipping and sliding all
over the platform. The only problem is, that you
run the risk of having a professor who lives
further out on the island than you do. But, that
never happened to me, so I would have to wonder
if we have any professors who live out of Long
on their good side. AIt I know is that
Island.
By John Camacho
overall , the education I've received here ,at
Did I learn anything in the classroom? Yeah, I
Every year, around this time, a couple of Baruch College, has been very good. I'm
guess I did. Although I do have to say that I didn't
learn as much as some of my friends who have thousand students or so graduate from the proud to be a Baruchian. I feel, though,
that I should out of respect and consideralready graduated. Well, they actually learned different disciplines offered here at Baruch.
more about the classrooms than they learned in There will be some of us who finished the ation mentioned some names. One of the
them. One ofmyfriends gave me a list of15 places undergraduate degree in four years. I be- first names that come to mind is Prof.
in the Baruch buildings where you can have sex lieve we are the lucky ones. There are some Tansey. I always said that if I ever considwithout getting caught. Surethere is a high risk, who have finished in a bit more than that. -. ered teaching, I'd like to be like him. Prof.
Kleinberg was another professor from whom
but there are places! I am not going to divulge all The truth is that it .really doesn't matter.
of my infonnation regarding this topic, but just The amount of time s-pent in College earn- I learned a lot. Professors Wok, from ac~counting, which really amazing given the
know that anyone interested can reserve on of ing a degree is .only a silly ego buster which,
fact that I, truly, sincerely, honestly HATE
those study rooms in the new library. You know, I might add, makes me feel really good. I
really want to take this opportunity to accounting, my friends can attest to that.
. the ones that lock.
• Okay, so I wandered from the topic a bit, but I thank, because believe it or not we mustbe Professors like Schnaard, Stone,Vora,
. Heuman, Feldman, Marty, Bogin, Lin,
was talking about what I learned at Baruch, and thankful, for the learning ~xperience I've
Katz, Rakotomovo, Harry Rosen, do-reflect
I did learn that ifyou are resourceful; you can find had for the past four years. 1 must admit,
. the excellence Baruch must strive for. There
a way to do anything you want to, anywhere you that Baruch, as well as the best ofcorporations have a good mix of products and ser- are people who have become as important
want to do it.
as the professors who from- whom I have
on a slightly somber note, I learnedabout vices. 'Product meaning professors and ser- learned
so much. People like Carl Aylman,
death at Baruch. One of my friends, from school, vices... well! There have been good profesDebie Bick, Sharon Lai, Dorothy Connover,
died in September 1992. _He was sick, and wasn't sors as well as not so good professors. The
Jeannette Schuck and all the rest whom I
in school after the Fall 1991 semester. The only dilemma is how can I thank all the profeswill never forget. To all the professors and
people who accepted who he was for months were sors I had the honor to be taught by without
all the people whom I have met and never
myselfand three other people. All four ofus ere omitting one who, by mistake or forgetfulforget,'- I say. thanks so very much. You
at the hospital withhim an hour before he died. ness I· did not mentioned. Or, how can I
made the four years of pain and suffering
We weren't there with him when he died, because thank the professors I'm taking this semesthat was the time his parent chose to make peace ter without sounding like I'm trying to get all worthed.

•

By Tracy Oliver

"One of my friends gave
me a list of 15 places in
the Baruch buildings
where you can have sex
without getting caught"
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We'll pay you top dollar for those textbooks!
Plus, we II give you a $1 Bonus Buck store credit
for every $10 ill books you sell us.
And those Bonus Bucks are good towards anything'
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The Justice Department V s.
Microsoft Corporation
By Joanne Guo
also drive out competitors. If
On Aprfl 27, 1995, the Jus- this merger is successful, it will
tice Department filed an anti- . pave the way for Microsoft to
trust lawsuit against the soft- further expand horizontally in
ware giant Microsoft Corpora- . other fields of software application on an attempt to stop the tions. Even though Microsoft alfirm's acquisition of Intuit Inc., ready has developed a finance
the maker of Quicken, a popu- software of its own called Money;
lar software program for per- the program is not .as popular as
sonal finance and. accounting Quicken. By acquiring Intuit Inc.,
purposes. For Microsoft Corpo- Microsoft hopes to expand into
ration, with its MS-DOS and the personal finance software
Windows already dominating market quickly.
the software market, the addiAntitrust legislation is a
tion of Quicken
would policy of Congress to prevent unstrengthen its hold on the mar- desirable monopolies and oligopoket even further.
lies. Its justification for regulatThe seven million plus us- ing industries and restraining the
ers of Quicken will bring freedom of private firms to con. Microsoft a lucrative amount of duct business activities is as folrevenue, not to mention the lows. First, natural monopoly is
rapid expansion ofthe.informa- one m~n reason for the
tion superhighway, the on-line government's intervention. Due
IHmking system and the reliance to the circumstance that it is far
of consumers on computers for less expensive for one single firm
all sorts of tasks.
to carry out large-scale producThe Justice Department tion than several smaller firms,
feels that this merger will limit those smaller firms' would tend'
consumer choices, increase to be driven out of the industry
prices in software programs, and automatically because it cannot

compete with the large firm on
a cost basis of production. This
is called the economies of scale.
Second, there also exist
economies of scope where a
single large firm has advantage
in producing many different
products at the same time, as in
the case of Microsoft Corporation which produces both basic
operating and personal finance
programs. If Microsoft possesses both the economies of
scale and scope advantages, it
can do whatever it wants with
its power, such as raising prices.
Third, the regulation is to
provide every consumer with
goods or services even ifit means
that the firm would incur a loss.
·Such situation applies to telecommunications, public utilities, and the postal service, but'
it does not apply to Microsoft.
A few well-publi-cized antitrust lawsuits against large-size
firms include firms such as The
Standard Oil Company, International Business Machine'
continued on page 18
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all Act 0 1933
-- -

By Gabriela Cohen
The Glass-Steagall
Act of1933 separates investment banking from
commercial banking. It
has been a pillar ofboth
the banking system and
the securities industry
ever since. The Congressional Reform ofthe
Glass-Steagall Act will
enable both foreign and
U.S. banks to acquire
U.S .• securities firms
and will allow Wall
Street firms to become
major takeover targets.
The Glass-Steagall
Act (sec. 16, 20, 21 and
32 ofthe Banking Act of
1933)~ enacted in reaction to the Great
Depression's banki ng
crisis of 1933~ prohibits
federally chartered and
state chartered Federal
Reserve member commercial banks from u nderwri ting, holding, or
dealing in corporate securities, either directly
or through securities affiliates. It separates
commercial from invest"en-·
harfce the safety and
soundness of the financial sector and protect
the consumer from conflict of interest abuses
and other inequities." It
a180 precludes investment banks from accepting deposits and
keeps banking and securities industry personnel separate.
The Glass-Steagall
Jaws have already been
eroded and the erosion
iR likely to continue in
the future. The Reforms
represent opportunities
to systematically andrationally
address
changes in regulatory
a r.d legal at r u c t u r e s
that are needed to better address the realities
of the market place.
Over the past severa) years some banks
have acquired substantially expanded powers.
'I'he expansion ofactiviti es have been the result of these banks (1)
undertaking activities
that were not explicitly
prohibited or were sustained as legal by the
courts, (2) introducing
new products closely resembling securities,
and (3) being given new
p owe rs
by.
the
regulatorste.g. Eugene
DlBnt hanking ,t6

•

----- --

-

.

I

--~-----
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There exists three major versions of
Glass-Steagatl Reform as described
below:

~

!

1. Proposal Hr 1062, by Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa
- Banks could underwrite securities through an affiliate.
- Securities firms could purchase an insured bank.
-- A single holding company could own both a bank and a__ '
separate securities unit.
- Foreign banks given same legal treatment as U.S. banks.
Broad regulation from Federal Reserve.

S337~ by Sen. Alfonse D'Arnato, R-N. Y
- Single company could own a bank, insurance concern,
securities firm, and commercial company.
No provisions for foreign banks.
-Financial units regulated byfunction; Federal Reserve's, .
regulatory role reduced.

2. Proposal

3. ··The. White House -Proposal .: - .. ~- ..

.;
I

.i
I

".'

.
,
I

- Banks could own or affiliate with .secur-ities firm or
insurance company; either type of company could own a
bank.
- Foreign banks given same legal treatment as U.S. banks.
- Financial units regulated' by function; Federal Reserve's
regulatory role reduced.

..

--------------------------------new financial services.
-State and local gov- funded federal insurThey might also experi-' . ernments would likely ance guarantees.
ence greater conve- pay lower interest rates
-Increased access to
nience in being able to on issues of municipal the financial markets
"one-stop-shop" (e.g. the- revenue bonds.
and lower costs of capi" opportunity to purchase
-The ability to en': tal would encourage inmiitual funds from their gage in a more diversi- vestment in the national
bank instead of from, or fied set of activities economy, employment,
in addition to, the cur- would allow banks to be economjc jg'rowth; and.,
rent, more remote mu- more efficient i.e. they pros perity .
tual fund distribution might earn higher· reBy repealing the
system).
turns for their current Glass-Steagall Act,
-Businesses would level of risk exposure or Congress will enable the
benefit from improved reduce their risk expo- users of commercial
access to the capital sure at their current banks and investment
markets. Large firms rate of return.
bank services - both
might pay lower prices
-If the bank holding businesses and housefor underwriting ser- company is strength- holds - to benefit. The
vices as a result of en- ened" by diveraification, data reviewed above inhanced competition at it may have less need to dicates that households
the natural level from plunder, in a variety of and businesses are
the largest commercial ways, its bank's capital likely to benefit from
banks. SmaIier firms and profits.
lower prices and enwould, for the first time,
-A stronger banking hanced services and, if
have direct access to the industry would emerge, . banks are allowed to uncapital market if re- reducing both failures derwrite securities in
gional and community and the exposure of the the United States" some
banks offered services FD'IC, as well as the business will reenter
previously not available likelihood that the tax- this 'country. This profrom the highly concen- payers would ultimately cess will enhance the
trated set of national have to provide funds to competitiveness of the
underwriters. meet any insufficiently U.S. capital markets.

----- -_._-------

Ludwig, Comptroller of
the Currency).
r-: - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

I

I

Benefits of
!
Repealing.
;Glass-Steagalf]
____ . __ .__ __.

. __ .

.

.

-.JI

Proponents argue
that repealing the
Glass-Steagall Act will
provide substant.ial economic and social benefits:
-There would be
g rea t e r com pet i t i o.n,
which is in itself; desirable. Prices' charged· to
businesses and households would be reduced
by bidding away any excess' profits that might
exist, and new better
services would be provided.
-Consumers' -would
benefit from the in. creased availability of
existing' and perhaps
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-age?
at Is
Maximizing One·'s. Utility
In r. Chicago Tradition.
.By·Avi Cohen
As my marriage begins,' the Un ited States
government contemplates
divorcing itself from the
banking industry (A marriage ofhate), via the repeal of the Glass Steagall
Act. If you happen to be
one of the readers of this
business section, you
might be delighted to note
that one of the writers
(me), has gotten married
on March 30, 1995. Wish
me luck. Thanks.
What is marriage? Is
it a "business deal" in the
sense that a person gets
into a contractual agreement for the sake of maximizing one's utility as best
ils possible? Well according to some people at the
ChicagoSchool of economics and many other "human capital economists" it
is. N ow let's evaluate the
reasons behind this logic.
F~rst~ on~ must define

go directly to the transla- single. The parties in- services that .the family courtship, the act of wootion directly following it), volved in this long term desires and that "matter ing, is in this sense, an
"One of the great contri- contract can maximize out" over the expected life investment process exbutionsto economic analy- their utilities by having of the marriage contract. pected to eventuate into
sis has been a full applica- each of the persons in- Some economists include the flow of returns assocition to the domestic sector volved in specializing children among these ated with marriage.
of the analytic framework what they do best or in goods although children
This investment or the
traditionally reserved for what the individuals pro- are a liability and reduce gains from marriage have
the firm and the consumer. ductivity is highest at. one's equity. The net ben- been declining in the past>In making the household. This specialization in efit of a marriage C2'1 be several decades for women
a unit of production in the' terms of the fa IJl ily unit computed by taking the who have been increassame right as the clasSiCal-cotiJ.donlyimplyonething, flow of benefits (a form of .ingly entering the labor
firm, its analytical bases that the family is a pro- an annuity?) and subtract- force. This increase in the
are revealed to be identi- ducing unit,
ing from them the cost labor force of women has
cal to those of the firm.
This unit, called "the married life imposes. An been narrowing the differAs in the firm, the two
example of a benefit con- ential between men and
parties to a household
"
ferred to married couples women's wages. This
(bound together for long
a r rl
is the gains from special- leads to less women speperiods by contract) avoid
TO
ization that occur. An ex- cializing in the art of
transaction costs and the
ample of a cost that oc-: homemaking,reducingthe
risk of being deprived at
o-F
curs, is when "joint deci- benefits of getting and or
any moment of the inputs....
~
sion making takes place". staying married. Women
of the other- partner, or,
This is a cost in the fact in the past would specialfor that matter, ofthe comJt
thatiti~~xpensivetotake ize in what they did best
mon output of the house- .
Form
into account the prefer- or their comparative adhold. What is the houseJ l
ences of 'two. people.
vantages. These comparah'old~ if not the contracAll this talk about tive advantages carne
tual engagement of two
.
marriage leads one to won- about because of discrimiparties to furnish specific
der about how it oc~urs. nation in the work pla~e.
"~nputs" and. to share, in
...., ..'. <. ,.'. '0.' -~ • .~.(,.\ ,Y:U;P4yo~'~e ~~~s~.t~: !.n. ~.~oman:~;.opp~r~~~~JL
marnag~. SI~ply c:t~fine~ _ gIv~n~roportIon~,~e"~n- ·-Pm.Jb~:->-~-.--_
_~n IDVlS'lb~e --!D..E!"lag.e._. C-Qs_~-Oi...atAY.mg ~lDe_a~e_
..··· oy--tne=MeriiamWebste.r.
:elitsortIie coiiibnieail.ut~
marItee .which teudstobe lower·tbiDhe!'=&usbiDd s
dictionary, marriage is:
put"?
sIres•.• "
quite e~cien~ ~ue to the due tothefact thatby stay1. The state ofbeing mar. Rather than incesfact that statistical obser- ing home she loses less of
ried (to join as husband santly and expensively family",canbeconsidered vationsshowhighpositive a wage than her male
and wife according to law renegotiating and super- to be a firm which utilizes correlations between the counterpart would. Men
or custom). 2. A wedding vising the innumerable time and other resources education, age, wealth, went out and earned more
ceremony and attendant contracts inherent in the at its disposal to produce religion, ethnic and geo- than women could, and
festivities (does not apply exchanges of everyday do- the goods and services its graphic origin and even thus a double specializain my case). 3. A close mestic life, the two par- family unit desire in a the physical stature of tion occurred, greatly in-'
union. Well according to ties settle the general cost effective manner. The spouses." In this ma:ket creasing efficiency and
definition number one and term's ofthe exchange in a marriage contract is how the search for a marnage productivity of the two
three I am married and so long-term contract. It is a the parties have made partner is extended ~ntil joined as one.
I guess I am. Hip hip hoo- partnership ofmutual con- commitments with respect the exp?cted marg'inal
So,.to conclude, I.leave
ray! Why marriage at such trol, that is, altogether like to the time each will alIo- benefit is equal to the you WIth the question of
tender young age of the classical firm. Dwing cate to market and non- marginal cost...A simple whether marriage is simtwenty? If you were won- to the small g'jze of a fam- market activities, includ- perfectcompetition m~del ply a holy union of two
dering about such a ques- ily"firm" and the intimate ing housework, further will tell you that r~ve.nue spirits or an economi.c
t.ion it: brings me great knowledge which each schooling and training, or benefits ~re maximized a~eement~:t.upto maxipleasure to notify you that partner intimately pos- leisure, and the bearing when ma.rg'inal reve~ues rmze the uti'linies and h~p
this very question has been sesses of the other's char- and rearing of children.
are equal' to marginal piness of the pa.rti~s In-answered at the Chicago acteristics, the organizaMarriage produces .a - costs. In other words, one volve~·i'&--be cerrtinued
School of Economics.
tion of a production team flow of return or benefits will search until one can't or maybe not.
Gary Stanley Becker, inside the household costs in the form of goods and find a bett_e_r_m_a_tc_h_._T_h_u_s
--,
born sometime in 1930, of less (under this regime of
the Chicago School ofEco- mutual control}--.than it
<:.
nomics, laid down the does under a regime of
I
foundations for an eco- commercial tariffs in the
~"b
OJ' .. .
nomic theory of the insti- market. The only element
- ,
tution ofmarriage. He won which distinguishes the
,.
the Nobel Prize in econom- classical firm analytically
ics for "having extended from the household is that,
.... ,
the domain of economic inside the household, the
..:,
theory to aspects of hu- rela.tionship between the
man behavior which had partners can be desired for
.,
"
previously been dealt with, its own sake."
if at all, by other social
In a more simplified
-- --science disciplines such as meaning, we, a~ individusociology, demography and als, can see marriage as a F.
criminology."
"
voluntary, rational-clloice
His philosophy and ide- enabling. two spouses .. to
ology is summed up best "maximize" their level of
by the Canadian professor satisfaction, 'compared to
Jean Luc Migue in the the levels. theyc~uld ex-.
\
quote (can skip quote and' pect if each remained
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section welcomes .your comments
on any issue related to current
business topics.
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put it -.into effect unofficially.
By Izerae Steinberg
The Congress has finally The Co m m e r ce Department
come to their senses. The revo- wanted to model a program for
lution of affirmative action is its USA and foreign Commerhopefully ending. Throughout cial department; five minority
the 1980's our government has student-interns were tog ain exII
continued from page 15
continued from page 15
tried to compensate minorities perience which could then lead
for the descriptions imposed to jobs. The Justice Depart(IBM), u.s. Steel, and Ameriupon them by our anceator s. If ment said NO! Commerce As- economy fast e~ough.Financialmar- ! can Telephone and Telegraph
we really thought about it just sistant Counsel Barbara S. kets, on the other hand, are quick to (AT&T). The Standard Oil Comabout every nationality has been Fredricks recommends "race.. . adjust.
As the economy continues to adjust pany was required to break
discriminated against. They neutral criteria", and as such,
down into smaller r'egional firms
have been enslaved and slaugh- economic disadvantages should to all the increases, some fluctuations in 1911. AT&T was forced to
must be experienced. Somethingthat
tered and yet only minorities be used as eligibility criteria.
divide its monopolistic situation
It's about time we looked at most economists forget is the fact that
- are recei ving compen sa tory
four t ime's in the past, includdamages. I am a woman and yet individuals and• their personal economics is not like chemistry where ing relinquishing access to busia "precise" amount ofone element has
the only basis on which I would records, abilities and potentials
to be mixed with another "precise" nesses not refated to telephone
want a jo b is on my own merits instead of their skin color or
and breaking up further with
and not on the basis of my gen- gender. Let's try to improve mount of another element to make the creation of regional Baby
ourselves without depending on something else. Economics is much
der.
Bells.
·Congress has yet to pass the handouts from our Government more complex than that. There is no
Some feel th-at the a nt.itrus t
changes in the "affirmative ac- and/or contracts. Let us begin right formula, there is no constant lawsuit against Microsoft is untion pr~gram", although our jus- today by looking· ahead with I Perfect combinationofmonetary policy necessary and irrelevant since
tice department and other gov- pride in ourselves and try per- I or fiscal policy, for that matter. The Microsoft is not a monopoly so
: delicate balance an economy should I
ernment agencies and programs forming at our very best.
I have reflects the knowledge and wit of ! far, and in the software indusalike are already beginning to
! the ones in charge. The economy will ; try, competition is intense, more
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I not go into a recession. There still are : advanced innovations emerge
: some lagging dust of the strength of : very quickly and replace old
! the previous 24 months. Accordmg to ; technologies. The Government
: "Fortune magazine, the latest figures is over apprehensive about the
: of real GDP have shown an average I uncertain future which is yet to
come, whether Microsoft Corpo! growth of 3.5%. April figures are not
! out yet, but the prediction is that the I. ration will dominate the ~a.r
economy can still sustain some real I .ket or even become too big In
I growth, not atthe same heft;yrate, but .the next century will depend 'on
its innovation of new products.
I growth nonetheless.
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students. After all isn't that
tered around in search of somewhat Spring Fling is suppose to
thing interesting to do, someone
do?
new to meet or otherwise they
Normally I found myself
cam in groups just to hang out
-too busy with my nose too deep
and' have some fun.
in books and work and couldn't
Most of those who critifind the time to go to parties that
cized Spring Fling arrived rela::j:~ f\
often but I'm glad this was one
tively early and left just ~s
event I didn't missbecause I met
quickly. As with almost any
some really terrific people who
event, in the beginning it was a
turned out to be new friends. For
little slow but after a while the
social atmosphere turned up- and although many of them those Baruchians who went and
swing and it took on a life of its were small toys such as participated in Spring Fling, I
own. I'm glad to say that many slinkies, and water gurrsot.h- hope things turned out to be fun
Baruchians gave the event a fair ers were bigger, like stuffed . and for those who didn't make it
chance and enjoyed themselves animals. No matter what any- this year, make sure you don't
one won whether itwas large miss out on Spring Fling 96'.
a great deal.
huge success.
There were plenty of ac- or small "it made us' happy for Spring Fling, as described by a
The indoor Street fair t.ivities to chose from such as pie .a while and we were-able to be fellow Baruchiari who wished to
was held on May 3 during club throwing, basketball" and hoop kidsa,g,~in ... ~Jld f-orgeJ t.h_~ _,re.main ~ponYJ'1ous._"~aB fun as
-nc)'urs"ana-·tooK-pr-~fceoYl-eh~l1ir.o~"T~g.Just
to name 'a re~ . pr~surgofinemnil£gfinalex-- lon-go as you ·Iet your ·tmir·~dl)wn
e.ndLfiFloors of the 360 Park' Mostpeople seemed to like the . ams, an-i(wlultever otherprob- and went with 'the .'energy." .
Ave. South Building. From the many prizes that were available lems we face daily as college
morne n t I stepped off the elevator there were swarms of people
.busily going from one end of the
student center to another in order to participate in some activity.
. The general feeling when
people started to arrive was
I
that of curiosity and they flutBy Mercy Cornejo
Spring Fling 95', sponsored by the Asian Students Association, DSSG, LAY, The Italian Society.Chinese Students
Association and the Office of'
Student Life was ultimately a
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MORE anES, MQlE ROUTES.
MOlE OIOICESI
;
We c.. help you trade a little flexibility
for MAJOI SAVINGS onoYfNI Ewopean
e
summer experience. AlIIIRCli is the'

source for the student trawller. (all
for your FlEE ilfoimation~ckage.

800·326·2009
,"

As r.wted in C.tIft« Reports
travel Letter, lA limes,
Washingt. Palt, 101& Stone.
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By Wendell Hinds
Spring 95 marked another trip to New Orleans by
the Baruch Collegiate Chapter
of the American Marketing Association ( BCCAMA ) for the
17th Annual International
American Marketing Association Conference.
BCCAMA was one of over
400 chapters from across the
country, Canada and Mexico,
that attended this international
conference. The International
conference in New Orleans provides a forum in which students
from around the country can
coITrn together and learn from
each other. In fact last year, in
keeping with, spirit of learning,
BCCAMA had three sessions
which included Commuter
School, Successful speaker program, and external relations.
Those programs were designed
last year to inform other colle-

giate chapters about new innovations in ideas and techniques
in chapter performance. This
year, with the conference theme
being " Sharpening your global
skills" BCCAMA prepared a display to tie in with the conference

and seminars, according to J 0This year was also full seph Jurkovic president of
of awards, with BCCAMA win- . BCCAMA, "There were also
ning awards for Best annual many professional, advertising
report, community services, and marketing firms at the conference like ATT and Miller beer
and programs.
In addition to meetings giving presentations on how to
succeed in business, and how
they market- their products and
what their marketing research
techniques were." As president
of BCCAMA, Joseph Jurkovic
also wanted to point out that the
AMA and it's international conference is not just for marketing
majors, and that in his past experience he has met many students with majors other than
en marketing at the new Orleans
...c:: .conference, so all are 'welcome to
join the AMA and attend the an_. G) Dual conferences a t New. Orleans
c::
Another AMA member,
Q). Dina Davis , a senior in Bar-uch,
theme.

,

Members ofAMA at their awards banquet inNeui Orleans.

See

'~" on

Page 24
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Annie Chan, the Vice President of the Chinese Student Association, roamed about everywhere
in t'he auditorium of the 23rd
Street Building on April 28th,
greeting audiences and going backstage several times to make sure
everything was going as planned.
Being one ofthe coordinators of the
Evening Show, the closing ceremony for Asian Heritage Month,
Annie Chan was one of the busiest
people that evening.
After the auditorium was
filled to capacity, even the balcony
was utilized to seat the overcrowded audience. Annie Chan
held the walkie talkie close to her
and said a few words, then, the
long awaited event finally began Asian students showip,g off their cultural fashions at the Asian
with the heart pounding beats of Fashion Show.
the drum and cymbals accompany- principles, techniques and street with their captivating music. Fi:Jng the traditional Lion Dance. application of Filipino martial art. nally, the highlight of the Evening
The Lion cavorted its way onto the The audience watched with awe Show came, the Fashion Show. It
center of the stage, which brought and amazement as the adroit fea tured Asian models and started
good luck and a blessing.
demonstrators combatted on stage with models wearing casual apparFollowing the Lion Dance .stabbing, slashing, and beating els performing the skit "Letting It
was the Vietnamese Fashion Show, each other in a lightning speed All Go Loose." Then came several
an exhibition of traditional Viet- with their sticks and sharp knifes. other skits featuring distinct and
namese clothing, and traditional
.
The destructive nature and the unique fashions for formal and indance performances of the Phili p- brutality of this performance im- formal occasions including "Bad
pines, India, and China. In addi- pressed the audience greatly.
Boys", "Breaking All The Rules", "9
tion, there was a demonstration by
The Evening Show was in- To 5", and "A Nite Of Elegance".
."Society of the Blade" on Filipino terrupted by a .ahort terrrninute
, - . . The good looking models· restick and knife fighting, where sev- in termis s io n , and then a rock ceived full house applause from the
eral martial arts experts displayed band entertained the audience audience as they st.rutted across the

•

3:
~
~

o

-

stage displaying different kinds of
fashion. Their arduous practice
paid off handsomely; they didn't
seem a bit nervous or frightened
.by the enormous crowd, in _fact,
they performed their parts naturally and· with confidence.
The Evening Show came to a
conclusion with the talented singing of Anna Estrada, who sang
Madonna's "Take A Bow" to end the
show. One 'last time Annie Chari
scurried under the stage with her
bent knees and back to take care
~f something, while Anna Estrada
sang out the last words of the
song-"This show is over say goodbye"-the curtains slowly came to
a close and the audience, who were
still fervently enjoying the show,
realized it was all over.
As the crowd stepped
out of the auditorium and hurried to the post show party at .
Butler's, the people who put
this show together could finally
·take a deep breath and relax.
Yes, it was yet another successful Asian Week organized by
Baruch Asian Students Union
(B.A.S.U.), a temporary union
of all Baruch Asian student organizations expressly for this
event in the month of April.
And thanks to all the people, on
stag-e and off tbes~age~.fO-r.pia t- ..
ting together an entertaining
and successful event.

Is th~ Fede.ral Government really at: ~

loss In their search for Okalahoma CIty

bombing suspect·John Doe # .2?
r

Anthony McLaurin
J-unior

Marilyn Matias
UpperSophomre

I personally believe at the rate that the

There's a time for everything and I think

•

. Federal GOvernment is ·going, it's aseumed

I

God will help the Feds find John Doe #2.

that they are rUBning out of pot.ential

If the bombers, were Don-white, I do think

candidates.

they would have been caught already.

Falsely accusing militant

extremists serves as an example.
By Manny Rodriguez
the ledge to talk some sense into
Lance hoped he had the
right key. A lot of effort had been Lance.
put into the preparation for this
"Hi Lance..... I'm just here
day. Sadly, it was all he had to
to talk."
look forward to now.
"Sure, c'mon. I saved a
There was a powerful sun
seat for you," Lance said.
out today to go along with the
Emmanuel slowly moved
intense heat, but when Lance
on to the ledge and sat next to
rolled up the blinds, the light
the ...
wasn't strong. He purposely took
"Living dead. That's what
the office on this side of the build- I am. I know I'm going to die
ing. today to avo i d the sun's
today."
strength.
"You don't have to Lance.
"God Damnit. There's
You
can come off now and everyI
enough pigeon shit here to fill a thing
will be okay. We can help
j unkyard.. I. can't do a f-ing
you. "
thing 'right...."
"No, it's over. I'm going
Lance cursed for the reto die. I'm going to jump and
mainder of the hour until the
give the people what they want.
crowd gathered below.. Thirteen
Look, they're all here to see me
•
floors above the world and it was
die. You know, if I don't jump
his game now. It was only a matand go' inside with you, they'l.l
ter of time before the police would probably clap like they're happy,
break the office door's lock and
but they're not. They won't be
send someone on the ledge to satisfied because a death is what
Lance.
they came to see and I'm going
At 9:26 A.M. officer
to give it to them."
Emmanuel Hernandez arrived on

Emmanuel sat in silence.
He had talked people down before
but with Lance he couldn't find
anything to say.
"What the hell is your
name anyway?"
"Emmanuel Hernandez."
"Spanish, huh. I don't
know any Spanish people. Puerto
Rican?"
"Cuban."
"Oh. Well I -don't know to
many Spanish people. Four years
of college and I never learned anything important. I don't know shit
about people, this world;
living
aw, f - it
" Tears
rolled down his cheeks for the first
time today. Hernandez offered
him a napkin but he refused.
"Why are you -here, Lance?
Talk to me man."
"Life sucks."
"Why did you take this office when yours is down the hall?"
"The sun's too hot. I didn't want
the sun' in my eyes. I ·had to do

something right."
"Be straight with me now.
Tell me why you're really here."
"You're a f-ing cop. Do
some homework and figure it out.
I'll give you time before I jump to
get it straight."
Hernandez carefully
moved towards the window and
briefed another officer on the
situation.
"Hey Emmanuel. .... when
you're born, are you really begin- ,
ning your life or your death? I
mean, everything leads up to it.
You could live shitty like me or great but you will die anyway.
Whether in a war, in your sleep
or f-ing. You're dead, still."
"Thinking like that is not
going to make your life better."
"Don't worry, it's not long
now."
Emmanuel tried desper-

Leo Goldstein
Senior

•

1
. _ I think so because they keep saying ''I

Yes, it shows that terrorists can get away
. with their actions.

See 'Sun" on Page 23
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Joshua· Vigo
Upper .Freshman
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think we got him." At this point they're

just picking people at -random.
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By Candida DellerKortright
"
A collaboration of
Baruch Latino clubs dispersed
a busily decorated pamphlet
advertising Latino Week 95.
The first of several events, a
Food Festival was to be;
la unched yesterday on t~!j.tfi
floor of 360 PAS, in room 1422.
It was supposed to begin at 1:00
and last through 4:00.
•
At about 12:50, a line
started forming and by one
o'clock there were about 100
people on line .. A.t 1:10, the line
stretched well beyond the staircase that connects th.e 14th and
15th floors, yet room 1422 was
still locked tight and no food

had been served. By 1:20, the
line was up to about 200 and
people were starting to become
annoyed. , The doors had still
. not opened. By 1:30, the crowed
was agitated to say the least.
Inside room, 422 however, me mbers of he Latino
cl ubs were spotte dancing and
eating. That's ri ht, they were
eating while the line outside
kept growing. "This reminds'
me of Ne ro, playing the harp while Rome \burned," sa id one
hungry plebe. "It's not right,
.they promised the students food
at a certain time, they should
serve them at that time. Those
who are supposed to be serving
are eating and daricirig and par-

tying, while we are out here
waiting, that's not right," said
Merle Joseph a junior market.
.
rng major:
.
Finally at 1 :45, the doors
opened and the famished crowd
burst in to aquire the long
awaited meal they had been
promised. All was going well,
until. .. they ran out of plates
and the line once again came to
a 'complete standstill. Not so
bad this time however, they improvised by producing dessert
plates and the feeding continued. '
After all was said and
done, the overall tone of the
crowd was one of complete
sattisfaction. The food was
abundant and delicious. It included items such as Arroz can
gandules, pernil, potato salad,
sweet plantains and many more
including an array of tantalizing desserts. This most satisfying menu helped sooth the
crowds anger and ,soon they
would forget the horrendous
line that they had to endure.
"The reason the doors
opened late wad becauuse the

of Latin o

Clu bs ea tin e and re ia.xi.ng before Fes tical.

n

e

v e

r

v e

s

c

ately to convince Lance to come down now so it's just about over."
inside but his efforts proved fu"It is Lance. Come with
tile. Now 1.7:39 P.M" andthe of- me. It's going to be alright.".
ficer was tired. Lance's mental
Emmanuel arose carefully
force field seemed impenetrable and so did Lance.
and his state of mind grew more
"Give me your hand."
erratic by the minute.
"You're a good man
"Hungry, Lance?"
Emmanuel Hernandez. Good
"No. I don't want to eat luck to you."
anything. I might get a stomach
"Take my hand, damn it!"
.ache and puke on the way down.
At 6:16, Lance's life did
I want to do.this right."
not flash in front of his eyes
"Lance, this has gone on his preparation paid off
And
long enough."
as gravity pushed his weight onto
Without emotion, Lance the hot concrete, the meeting of
replied, "No, no, they'll see their these two forces made the crowd
show t-oday.
But not now. turn away. Seeing a man die isn't
Later
Hey, maybe I'll land on such an. event after all, and for
one of them. It would be cool to the people who saw, the sun's set
take one out with me."
became' their permanent re"Why later, Lance?"
minder of today's fatal collision.
"Because I'm thinking
about my life now. I don't want ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il
my life to flash before my eyes on
the way down. I want to enjoy
A Profile in the April 26 issue
the experience."
5 :52 P.M. and no informa- of The TIcker misstated the
tion from Lance's records gave time served in the Day
insight
to
his
motives.
Emmanuel was frustrated and Session Student Government
,Lance began to cry again. by Ray Mercado. He has been
Hernandez offered him a napkin a member since the ' fall of
again and he accepted.
1994, not 1993.
"Well, the' sun's coming ~~~!!!!!!!!!B!~~~~~~~~~~
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Students angrily awaiting to ea.i
a t th e Latino Food Fost i r al
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By Candida Deller-Kortright

It isn't any physical experience
that warrants you this exclusive title.
It's for the way you've helped me grow

Correction:

of,.}

-

M a r i e

Continued {romPage 21

ordinator.
The rest of Latino Week
'95 will consist of on wednesday
- a tribute to Raul Julia including the late actors widow and
some of her children frornfi-Zpm
in room 911 of the 23rd St.
building. On Thursday, there
will be a party from Y-:-4pm in
room 1422 of 360 PAS. Finally
on Friday, there will be a Latino
Forum from 6-10pm in the Auditorium of the 23rd ST. building. All are welcome.

o food servers needed to eat first
_: bee au s e b:y the tim e the y fi n~ ished serving, there wo ui d be no
5 food left io r them. Said
~
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into who I am today.

It's for gently guiding me to make good choices
and for being there to comfort me when I didn't.

It's for helping me to build a foundation
that is secure, one that will enable my continual growth.

DlU
love me.
,.

It's for your forgiveness any time I've wronged you...

NOW
The rJ!~ss Caribbean USA
Collegiate Pageant 1995

.

and I have.

--:'

..
.It's 'for your wisdom, from which I have learned so much,

c.

\~~lJJI.:i :•. :/~<L?,,;

0

~

And your strength which made me feel secure.
It's for showing me that it's alright to make mistakes.

Young Ladies of Caribbean, Central
or South American Origin can apply

And assuring me that I could always try again.

$ 5,000 Cash and/or' Scholarship Awards
IBM Personal Computer

It's for supporting me no matter the endeavor

All expense paid trips to the Caribbean

r>:»

And allowing me te discover all of my gifts and talents.

FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF.A MOVIE TICKET YOU CAN ' ,
EN,,",OY ONE OF OFF-BROADWAYS BEST KEPT SECRETS•••
THE SPANISH THEATRE REPERTORY!

f

You've taught me how to live and love

Be part of the August 19, 1995 Collegiate Pageant Event
•

to my fullest capacity,

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT, COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN
PURCHASE TWO TlCKETs FOR·THE PRICE OF ONE •.•

Excit!ng National Costumes
•
Spectacular Performing Talents
•
Sensational Cultural Wears
•
Magnificent Designer Gowns

.,.",,11 rIC. . . . . FilII .lU!!!IF $'$*·Now

PEDRO CAl DERa•.- DE,

PLAYING:.·

..

You've taught me that it's great to just be me.

.. ,~:.

.:

&.ABARcA·s UFE IS ,A 'DREAM

FEDERICO GARCIA LoRC~"S BLOOO WEDDING .
GABRIEL GARCIA ~ouEZ~·lHE··INNOCENT ERENOIRA

.. -

AND OTHERS·
MOST

ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS - Friday,

May 26, 1995,
until- Caribbean Spring Dance & Fashion Affair - Pan
II African Cultural Center, 391 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, New
I' york - With College I.D. $7
11

1!10p.m.

For further informati'on, please call
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though there were people that
who attended the conference for I knew before I went," she said,
the first time expressed a great "I feel that I am much better
appreciation for the New Or- friends with them know after
leans experience. " I loved it, I the trip, because before maybe
know I want to go back there they were people I just say hi
again" Davis said. ""It had some to in the school hall, but now
interesting seminars that I at- they are people that I actually
tended like resume writings, in- stop and talk to." Dina highly
terviewing techniques, and recomends attending. the anwhat areas and careers that are nual New Orleans Conference.
worth examining". Other semi- So if any student- interesting in
nars according to dina that joining the AMA and attending
peaked her interest where the annual conference, you can
sports marketing and global attend the AMA meetings in
marketing.
room 829 in the 26th street
III addition to attending building from 1:00 to 3:00 on
valuable seminars, the opportu- Tuesdays and Thurdays, and on
nities for. developing close the fifth floor from 6:00 to 8:00
friendships was an invaluable pm on Fridays for evening stuexperience for Davis. "Even dents.
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nity to continue learning. When
I'm in class I feel safe because I
know that my daughter is well .
taken car of by a wonderful group
or professional people."
·"Gampas.<=hild·~re .is.Im-

·portant to me because Lfeel that
the two of us are learning at the
same time. The only place that
can give my child and I this wonderful opportunity is the campus
child care center. It's a safe and
affordable learning institution and
much much more. Without this
place, many mothers, myself in-·
eluded, would.he lost.. We owe
many thanks- to the campus child
care center so please don't take
anything away from us, many
lives depend upon it."

_----_.
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To my dear friends at

/)

~f DR. MARK SPERGEL,

~

:I

I! By ending your contract.
:;
I!Baruch has lost a voice of
iI
!
I
i !student advocacy. You'll truly I,
j !!be
missed.
i' i,
I
II~. THE TICKER STAFF
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(Maria,
One month until 6.2, We've
come a long way baby.

CKI

Big Brother is watching you
Just because you're in college
rrow doesn't mean you can
get away.

;11

II
I I

Heidi G.

I;

\:

~From Marlon and the Gang

(I
h~i
i i c ongratu Iati
ations to te,
i
I

Ii

gradu-ating close of
1995'"

l,~

...

JJ

To my baby Andrea,
\
Welcome aboard and here's to
all the great late nights we'll be
spending together.

Love Richard

II

../

! J

,((JOANNE.G.
.

i

Congratulations and
Good luck next semester.
11
~ROM A SE,CRET ~MIRER
!
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Happy 20th Birthday.
Have a great day.

)

The Exterminator Man

£.
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~. ((.TO THE TICKER STAFF
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Farah,
I
It's been a great year. Thanks I
for everything. Don't forget to
turn in your key!!! (Ha Ha Ha)
The Staff

\1:.

Keep up the great work!!
DEVOTED READER

-;::::=======================:::::::--~
To- my dearenst Lilth,

The memories and love will
neve be forgotten.

Madly in Love

Personal"s Place is a new feature that will appear regularly in the Ticker beginning Fall 1995 Please send
all submissions to Candida Deller-Kortright C/O the Ticker 360 Park Avenue South, Room 1522, Ny, NY 10010.
•
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By Alexa Blanco
Brainbloodvolume is a primitive
medical-technique to release ·excessive brain pressure. This may
•
not sound like such a bad alternative when compared with the emergence into adulthood.
"Brainbloodvolume,~ the third
LP from the British quintent Ned's
Atomic Dustbin may disappoint
those who have come to expect
trademark high energy guitar and
booming bass lines. They also attracted a following by signature
'trouble in ·paradise' love so-ngs in
the past on previous albums "God
Foddder" and "Are You Normal?" Ned's Atomic Dustbin has
shed the image of the icons of the
loser teeny bopper crowd; they've
grown up.
-', .
'--, The..member-s-O£..Ned~Atomic
Dustbin have grown up and matured as have their lyrics and musical ability.
The albums first track "all I
-ask of myself Is that I hold together" seems to symbolically show
the creative struggles the band may
have encountered when recording
"Brainbloodvolume." The song
opens up the album with loud guitars and bass lines that are representative of the. groups past albums.
However, Ned's Atomic
Dustbin fans will notice the differ-

..

...
.

r!..
f..J-

100

I .

The members of the British band Ned's AtQmic Dustbin.

ences in this album. Jonn, who has
a distinctive way of conveying emotion, confusion and sympathy at
once, usually screamed over loud,
hea vy riffs. Tracks like "Talk me
down" is much softer that their usual
tunes. Although his tone has
changed, I think J onn is stressing a
message that he has always tried to
convey: he's a quiet guy that wants
to be happy and doesn't ask for much.
People and circumstances just make

it so damn diffucult. Could it be
that J onn fell in love since the last
album, only to realize all the troube
of keeping a crappy relationship
going. I think J onn knows heartache all too well. Listening to
Jonn sing melodically with soft
tones of music gives a personal
look at our boys; how they feel now
and how much they want to share
with their fans. "To be Right"
actually begins like the beginning

CODle join the
A&E section!!!

Oontact Darren
·or ManDy at
802-6800!! !

La Cocina: Uptown's Culinary Mexican Paradise

I'

Freshman Kerry C:

.• Dollars and Cents,
! Another year has passed
I Once again we kicked your
I
ass!!
John E. Camacho
(Business Editor)
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By Baruch Student-Parents
"Campus child care is imOn January 31, 1~95, stu- many Baruch students, our on-site
dent parents and staff represent- center Is their only option. Re- portant to me because I beleive it
ing the child care centers at the search proves that a college edu- is a gift from God. I am a full time
City Universities of New York, cation is the most significant college student and a part time
made their annual tr'ip to N!>any. . ensurer of lasting employment, employee. I'm also a single mother
This was the state wide day to that child careat City Universities . ·who·is-veryearing~-~p9nsible.
lobby for child care funds. Baruch improves graduation rates and I love my'daughter very much and
( has sent representatives since that good child care saves society desperately want to give her a good
life. Babysitters are available ev$3-$7 for every $1 invested.
1991, it's first year of operation.
Given the current economic erywhere, but I can't afford to pay
Parents met with Senators
ansd Assemblymen and presented and political climate, the Child them. My daughter loves the Camthem with information about our Care Council at CUNY lobbied for pus child care center. She gets
child care centers. Parents also support and maintenance of cur- along welt with 'everyone there.
shared their personal stories of rent monies. Students have been She has kearbed a great deal.
how they have benefitted form hav- urged to continue their letter writ- Campus child care is a safe place
jflg child care available while at- ing campaign to local and state leg- for her to be. It's a place that I can
tending college. Parents attending islators on behalfofchild care. The trust with my child. Things that
four year colleges are not elegible following is a letter written by one she learned at the campus child
for city subsidized child care re- of Baruch's student parents to care are so wonderful and I would
gardless of their income, so for Senators D'Amato and Moynahan" like you to give her the opportu-

,

(Keep it clean please)

By Kim Robinson
Starting his culinary career at
a French restaruant, Jorge Urzua
worked his way up the culinary
later moving from dishwasher to
manager. Now added to his extensive list of accolades are designer,
·constructor and owner of his own
Mexican restaurant La Cocina
(The Kitchen). His Mexican para':'
dise is located 217 E 85th Street
between
Broadway
and
AmsterdamAvenue in Manhattan.
Actually 'paradise' is only one
of the terms that can be used to
describe the interiorofLaCocina.
How about 'shrine' or 'museum' to
describe the two floor restaurant;
/7\At first glance, the top floor looks
like your usual take-out style eatery where employees serve you a
buffet line of food from behind a
glass window counter. Those who
don't order their food 'to go' are in
for a real treat.

/
/

To the left of this fast-food faHowever, people don't go to chef, "what's in Mole?" He ancade is an elegant and artfully deco- restaurants just for the scenery. swered, "Mole is made with many
rated dining area where dimmed Those who love to eat frequent different chili peppers, cinnamon, .
lights and candle lit tables provide restaurants for the food! IfMexi- non-dairy Mexican chocolate, p;~/
sufficient lighting to contrast a wall can cuisine is not already one of nuts and vegetable broth for c;£..
to wall collection of Mexican paint- your favorite types of cuisine, it sistency. No starch, no lard." No
ings, masks and a huge stone guard- will be afteryou'v eaten at La preservatives or MSG either, I
Cocina.
.
ian of a pyramid entrance.
might add. Mr. Urzua also uses
In his quest for originality, Mr.
While Mr. Urzua remains bread crumbs for consistencey, a
Urzua takes the ordinary and makes healeh-conseious, his cuisine doeS: modification taught to him by his
it extraorkinary, For example, each not lack in taste. "You get a good mentor: his mother.
table top is covered with triangular .size portion and good quality fora
.La Cocina is my kind of
glass compartments which contain reasonable price," says U rZU8. place-s-cozy and colorfui and all
blackbeans, com kernels, bayleaves, "What's good for' me, has to be Baruch students can order at 10%
roasted chili peppers-you name it! . good for my customers," adds with validated I.D. Mexican muWhile,CD's are in these days, Mr Urzua.
sic in the background serenades
Urzua has preservved the valuesof
Indeed the food is good, espe- and Soothes the ear while the food
vinyl record albums, using album cially the 'Chicken Mole (pro- satisfies the palate!
covers for his menus. Since Mexican . nouaced mo-lay).' This dish comes ..- Have I piqued your interest?
albums are hard to find in the U.S., with refried beans, Mexican rice, Well, go-and check it out for yourUrzua brings these treasures from two freshly made eorntortillae . self. Buen Appetito!!!
Mexico for .his creative purposes. and two pieces ofchicke~smoth
Some of his customers must also . ered in Mole sauce Sprinkled with -treasure the album covers. - Only a sesame seeds. The dish .was so
. handful-of'his album menus are left! ,-ilavmful-I. bad .to,asJt~·m.aster- ' .
-" "- . ..
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m Author Examines Immigration Issues
~

In When I Was Puerto Ri~

•
to

ByLuzOrtiz
0)
0)
.When I- Was Puerto Rican, an (white Americans) come to her
o
autobiographical work from town to introduce 'healthy' eat~ Esmeralda Santiago, poignantly ing habits. They give her mother
~ recalls her youth spent in Puerto and the rest of the women of the
Rico and her immigration to the village a bag of various foods.
United States. Santiago, who is a Most of the women had never
graduate of Harvard University seen carrots, broccoli,. sliced
and Sarah Lawrence College and bread cut into perfect squares
co-owns the Boston based film pro- or cereal flakes and also had no
duction company Cantomedia, led . means of acquiring them.
This is just one of the many
a happy existence With he;' seven
siblings in Puerto Rico before im- experiences that Santiago conmigrating to New York City at the veys before she' emigrates to the
United States. She then finds
age of 14.
In the book When I Was Puerto herself in the unique sociologiRican. Santiago recalls her ex.peri- cal position of being an .Immiences growing up in a shack, exist- grant from a country that is
owned by the United States. Her
struggle becomes unique beshe hasto ask herself- am
struggle be- cause
I Puerto Rican or American?
.eomee xcnique be- Black or white? Santiago successfully details the struggle
cause she has to that
many immigrants go
through when coming to New
ask herself- am I York
City: either assimilate or
Puerto Rican or , be an outcast.
The appeal of this book lies
American? Black in that
it can apply to anyone
from any ethnic background, not
or white?"
just Latinos. People all over the
ing off of the family's land or bar- world live in shacks,· and by
teringwith neighbors. The stage is immigrating to the U.S., have
set in the mid '50's and early '60's experienced some of the same
where Santiago explores her first fears and struggles .t h a t
exposure to politics. The conflict Santiago did.
starts when 'imperialist gringos'
T"'"

"Her

By Ken Chan
back to the right. I saw the runLast month's encounter with
way, then the sky, then the runthe Chinese Women's Media Delway. The cycle repeated four more
egation was not my first experitimes. The captain tries. to regain
ence with the Chinese media. The
control again. This time the cabin
first happened after my plane
fills with the screams of back seat
crashed at Kai Tai International
drivers, yelling advice in desperaAirport in China.
tion. Then it stops, All sounds
"We are fifteen minutes from
cease, save for a singular, muffled
Kai Tai Airport," the captain
sob. Silence engulfed us. Nobody
croaked from the cockpit. "Please
said a word as the plane mainget ready to put on your seat belts,"
tained its 60 degree tilt. We were
he continued with his Indian
going down hard and fast. Nobody
drawl. I relaxed in my seat and
said a word. I saw some passenstared out of the portholes of the
gers begin to pray.
Airbus 320. The plane had just
The plane made a final roll as
broken cloud coverage and Hong
we approached the runway, its
Kong's skyscrapers loomed. men- ~ngs threatening to scrape ~he
acingly, like rocks on a VIolent' paved asphalt. A shatter-ing
.
THUMP provoked a cry from the
passengers. We were down. We
were alive. We were. surprised.
Then there was a explosion in
the rear. Smoke filled the cabin
and then the scene turned ugly as
passengers jockeyed for escape
routes. I grabbed my belongings,
my backpack and muscled my way
to the doors. I slid down the big,
yellow inflatable slides' and felt a
little disappointed. I'd always wondered what it would feel like. I
thought about my disappointment
as the Hong Kong police snapped
me up.
Two hours later I walked
through the big glass doors which
lead to the pick up area atKai 'I'ai
International Airport. I was at the
rear of the herd of passengers,
~
.watching those in the front wave
.~
surf; 'threatening to draw us in as otfreport.ers'~·'N~bQdy--wa'nted-·to
the plane made its approach. They talk. Chinese think that it's bad
were barely visible, lurking in the luck to speak of such an ordeal..
heavy fog that shrouded the colony. The press started to grow restless.
I could barely make out the out- Their keen eyes finally spotted the
.lines of the runway as the plane black sheep: me the American. I
did stand out with my long, unmade a turtle
Brroumphphwhooshh! Just washed, skanky hair, an unshaven
like the Cyclone on the shores of beard and a navy blue Mao cap
Brooklyn. Freefall! Those five which was turned backwards in
seconds were like five hours. My defiance of the "Great Leader."
The reporters descended upon
stomach in 'my mouth, head about
to explode and blood rushing ev- me like jackals closing in for the
erywhere. Screaming, shrieking kill. I was only too happy to. oblige
by instinct. Life does not flash like any questions that they had. I was
ready to answer. They were all
it does on the silver screen.
We had taken a nose-dive. The there; reporters from the Sing Dao
plane recovered temporarily. We Press, China Morning Post, Hong
came back around and made an- Kong Daily, et al. English, Mandaother pass. This time the plane rin and Cantonese. And I worked
began to roll the cabin like a gyro- it.
scope. It rocked to left, then rolled

"The plane had
just broken cloud
coverage
and
Hong Kong's skyscrapers loomed
menacingly; like
rocks on a violent
surf, threatening
to draw us in as
the plane made its
approach." ..
_
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·st: Mobb Deep
bum: The Infamous
abel: Loud/RCA
ting:

~1h(/ /)~'I;IJJt~ff~~...

~\UII!/J

With producers like E-A-Ski, CM
and Warren G, this album i
straight up G-funk.. This can b
used to explain why some of ·th.
tracks come off real wack, just lik
his first album. G-funk is ve
played out and many times th
beats sound silly; not matchin
Kam's complex lyrics. Most ofth
tracks are salvageable though
Some even stand out. However
the strength of the album is not i
the music but in Kam. His style i
less preachy and hii- ~mooth flow
thankfully, has not Mfa~ged. Ka
continues to tell stories of the ur
ban community on "Made i
America" and recreates its real
itywithout sugar coating the truth
Kam is lyrically as a real as a hi
hopper can get even though hi
music may not crossover to the ra
mainstream. I still recommen
this album to anyone interested i
intelligent hip hop music.

I

i.~.~i~1~~

I
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ist: Kam
urn: Made InAmerica
-~I: e8stwest records
ting:

~ -.............

.

C)

Hailing from Queensbridge
-= In the past few years the hip hop
rojects, Prodigy and Havoc, the I
-g
embers of Mobb Deep continue II . ,
~ industry
has
become
oversaturated
..c:
"
.
.
. he tradition 'of excellent hip hop.
C)
ith "gangsta" rap and seen thouike N as' album. "Illraatdc," Mobh
~ arids of 'sucker MC's' claiming to
eep's "The infamous" paints a
~ e hard on their records.
Most
C)
icture of Queensbridge. The dif.E imes they have no real street expeerence betwgen the two portray~ .ence. Numerous artists have filled
c,
Is is a difference of style; Mobb
heir songs with "gangsta" fairy
.
eep using more ofthe mental than,
les and misogynist lyrics to be
Mobb
Deep's
new release "The
he visual.
.
001 and appeal to markets that
Infamous."
Prodigy and Havoc make you
now even less about the urban
eel the tension in the streets. The lyrics. Their single "Shook Ones
xperience than they do. Other
onstant battle with fear and the Part II," for example, has been on'
rti sts , however, ha:e continued to
_the
Billboard
Rap
Single
charts
nfluence on every aspect of the
how us ghetto reality through exfor,
It
weeks.
rban mentality are two key
erience, skills and knowledge of
An artist creates a hip hop self. Enter Kam. In 1993, Kam
hemes found on "The Infamous."
-Mann Rodri uez
obb Deep never recommends its .classic when he/she has taken the made his debut with his inifestyle to anyone but reminds the mind to places that may not have
elligent,
sometimes
The Ticker Flava Scale
istener that many live and suffer been expected, in order to explain
reachy, album "Neva
-Class ic-'
n it daily. Prodigy and Havoc also or understand the truth of hislher
ain." Kam's mission was
.splay deeply developed lyrical life. It has to be backed by powero kick knowledge to the
ful,
ground
breaking
music
that
bility, flow and vocabulary ontheir
-Slarnrnin
rothers on the streets deew RCA release. They are sea- can compliment the lyrics so lisending on lyrical ability.
teners
can
see
through
the
artist's
oned hip hoppers with established
owadays, when brothers
-Fair
eyes.
"The
Infamous"
contains
resenee on the mic as wellas skills
!tend to listen to lyrics a little
ehind the boards. Despite their all of these qualities. Brothers
ess and beats a little more,~~
-Weak
from
the
streets
of
Queensbridge
outh, Mobb Deep successfullylays
he key to success is in mu-:
and
beyond
will
always
remember
own: musical tracks that compliical production. Realizing
-Wack
ent their dark topics and menac- Mobb Deep's current effort which
he importance of produc...
ng vocals. Every song reaches its does what hip hop is supposed to
ion and not his lyrical content or
. ull pull potential because of the do: represent them.
kills on the mic, Kam utilized vari-Manny
RodrigUez
.
'
ominant drum sounds and hard
us west coast producer-s. on hrs
ooks that set the stage for intense
ew album "Made in America."
.
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BtUboa·rd's-Top Ten' Dance Singles

have been attached to our sisters.
Go ahead and pick one. I don't'
Artist
Title
have to list them. I have to .sdmif
1. Bedtime Story
though, AMG successfully uses al~
Madonna
of the familiar remarks and color";
2. Body To Body (Keep In Touch) Shades Of Love f/
, i
fully added some new ones to the 1
Meli'sa Morgan
list.
3. RunAway
Real McCoy
Not only did the terms play them~
~
selves out real quick .but the whole
4. Respect
Judy Cheeks
idea of another brother dropping'
5. What Hope Have I
In rapper AMG's world, the
Sphinx
his Playerz Analysis (the title o~ .,,
ord bitch means "beautiful, intel6. Open Your Heart
M People
an hip hop interlude) makes me:
igent, tantalizing, charming and
want to turn it off.
;
7. I Got Love
Kleo
orny." That's a quote.
Throughout the album AMGj
8. Move It To The Rhythm
Technotronlct/ Va
Los Angeles native AMG, the self throws around titles of previous
roclaimed
Pimp
of The
Kid K
hits by other artists like "Shoop, ~
entury(which happens to be the
9. My Love
Kellee
"Booti Call," "It Was A Good Day, 1
itle of the first track on the 11
and if you can believe it, "Pumps[
10. I'm Ready
Size 9
rack album), has released "Ballin'
In
The Bumps." Samples ofSlic~
tta Control," the follow up to
Rick and Doug E. Fresh's "The!
Billboa~'s
.s Select Records debut album
Show" and Howard Hewett's "ForI
B'**ch Betta Have My Money."
The Lover In You" (didn't Bi~
own for his hip hop party style
Daddy Kane use thatone recently ~
nd provocative lyrics, AMGcaught
are also found on the album as
he attention of th-ose fiendin' for
Title
~el1
a~
Ntume's
«Jui~"(di~'t:h~
/ Artist
hat drop top, gin andjuice G-funk
_,4.
Martin Page
Notorius B.I.G. make a hit
1. In The House Of Stone...
tyle. Singles like "Jiggable Pie,"
that one already). These classic.
B**ch Betta Have My Money" and
2.· -Believe
Etton John
end up being weighed down wit~
Butt Booty N aked:J..rom the
3: Take A Bow
Madonna
AMG's negative images of wome
House Party II" soundtrack
h
4. You GottaBe
Des'ree
omehow earned this rapper gold , and irritating .lm.·.cs. (And yo,
Show" and "For The Lover In You
5. Have You Ever Re8Ily Loved...?' Bryan Adams
ecord status. So ofcourse, he gave used.to be thejams.),
'
em some more.
6. Love Win Keep Us Alive
Eagles
But hey, if you want to get 'but
His latest release "Ballin' Out
booty naked' with ...~G, go righ
7. House Of Love
Amy Grant wI
f Control" has track after ane- on with ya' bad self. Hey, sine
Vince Gill
ic track of simplistic sounding ftMG's 304 partners T-Bone an
..
uts hammered with an irritating
8:-" I' Know
Dionne Farris
Lil' G ripped it on the B-side trac
yrical style. Not only does the "Fly Way," I've got to give thi
9. Hold ·My~Hand
~&The
shed lyrical style of AMG sound
··BIowfish
album oneTicker Flava Disc.
. orced, but in each and every track
-Darren. Hartley
.Foreigner '.
.tO~_
.'Until'The. .'!'._'End:·OfTi.me.
e talks about one theme: ho's. Or
. '
.:,,'• r: .. '
' ....: -,
,...'""... .
,"::. -~_ .~i":~~~.;,~,.~~ :0.. " ...... -.-.~ '.
tunts, or tricks or freaks or some .
. .
--. .
._-_...
---theotherderrogatoryterms that -.- - - - -~' . -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - :
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Top Ten Adult Contemporary
Singles
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"Hurry it up, will ya?! We go
on in three minutes!"
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Poetic Images
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Photographic &.
~y Baruch's Artists ,
~ Nature's Comfort ~
,
" . .
'., .....
Spring-Time in the
•
" .D ' "'4Illl --... ...~.
D
,L
lO
Listen listen
~"".';
.~ ;1•. ,.,1
.' , .:
''''''.'·~#:, /.tf..'· .~
''.. '. '?P'.,.~$." '.:'
~ar~
~
~~r.
.
",*~~,p
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Rubber
beloui
y
~ you only turn fourteen';
.' {,>\'" .>~,w4K\ '.- ~':r~:> The sitting trampoline
l less than halfmy age
Where the children
you just a babe
~--play-'-~---
~ And swzng
~ While the old watch
Come...come, I'll tell
·.S with .' envious
you·
sSodnese
nature comforts the
""o '~youth" .
soul
..
~ They say
daytime
~ As ifit'were some lost
nighttime
treasure
Never to be, found
Look...look on the:
•
The Park Behind The
When Carmen bumped again.
cover; hanging
Church
her head on theswing? The sun cuts through
illuminated,
metal swings
Lt sat behind a tiny
When Diana giggled,
its eyes shining
And shines on the old
Catholic church.
.its head like yellow
swinging higher and
timers
It's gone now.
higher?
banana
Genovese bought
Emptiness fills the air Does it perhaps
.sunglasses
where
See... see the green
possess a door;
Laughter once filled
Where those days lived The green blades
peaks
the summers,
the fowls, sleeping .
s~pe~d? I moved by
Pictures were snapped, Where I could elip into I The slight breeze of
their beaks bowing
the children's play
knees scraped.
a crack in time,
While the old timers
Children running
Be-live those summer
CCJ.n...can you. hear
Watch it all
corner to corner,
.days?
the spring siriging ,
'~youth"
Screaming for others
IfI knew this to be
the frogs drumrning
They$(I,Y
trae· ,.,
, ,thefire-flieB-Iwmming . to,follow•.
From thesand box
I'd be there in an
-Rosario
7b the monkey bars.
instant,
Solace here
From the see saw to
Slipping through that Mastrogiacomo
nature's comfort
the slide.
twilight zone.
Never to return.
-Paula Sp_e_nc_e
-:-- Exhaustion at day's
end- happy.
1)0
you
have
12:35 a.m. and it's
Did
it
remember
us
-Lue
Ortiz
• •
rcunz1lll
,
with the samefondness?
poetry,
My storms please me
DUl it think itself
.as a ooyeur; but
forgotten?
photographs
realistically I whimper Did it look bacle on
and muddle along like years and remember
or lyrics that
the cold rains
you
to
ofearly April
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"". ..And .being hardcore is not
about wearing high teck boots and
black skully hats / and makingfake
ass frowns. becauseyour best buddy
packs / think about it. ~. "
"Basically" by Redman
Most of the rap records bought
today are by a white, suburban
audience: This is very ironic when
you realize that rap music is an art
form created as a result ofthe need
for urban' youth to develop their
own music. Rap music became the
ghetto music the voice ofNew York
.City ghettos and extended to other
ghettos. However, in order to stay
alive they would have to be heard
by more than just their target audience. This lead to rap's crossover.
Despite this phenomenon, rap
cannot be compared to any other
genre of music. .Rap has had acts
eventually crossover with no radio
play at all such as Ice Cube. Ice
Cube had no idea he would crossover into platinum success. He
just kept the basic rule in mind
while recording and that was to
keep it real. The problem is few
really understand 'the real, ' nor do
they follow it. So what is keeping
it real? What's a sellout? Seeing
the approaches to the rap art form
will give a better un~~~~~andingto

-----_._-----------
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i
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I
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Conception is a bitch
when you're basically
(k*king yourselfand
the rains increase
the friction Sll
the pain becomes blood
All, but lightning
is a tear in the sky.'
A throw-line to rebirth,
followed by a rumble
ofdefined courage.

want
share?
Submit your
creations to
anslations
in Room
1522,360

PAS!

-Jason Emerson
-; Translations attempts to offer diverse images and interpretations ofa specific theme. If your point-of-uieui
isn't represented ,. feel free to submit your creations. For information contact Darren at ,802-6799.
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what is creal.'
style or approach is that many lis- Rap was a freestyle art done to
There are basic purposes or teners believe that rappers have entertainlocal audiences. It wasn't
approaches used when making a done everything that they say on until later that it, evolved to a true
rap song. Most rappers use a strict, their records.
voice of inner city reality. When a
reactionary approach. That is,
The third type of approach is rapper curses and shows no moralthey don't try to make sense of really a further extension of the ity- in his/her lyrics, it reflects
their surro:undings.These are the prior one. It is a revolutionary society's ills and that rapper's angroups tha usually appeal to white, approach to topics and is the most ger towards it.
suburba kdd s because' they powerful of all styles. Rappers
Today, "keeping it real" is a
freestyle .ciously through songs describe their surroundings with distorted, abused phrase because
and don't other to preach against regards to morality and ethics and of big business selling it out. Tothe evils and immorality thatthey offer solutions to help the urban day, suburban kids -a~e able to exfrequently focus on. They speak in environment.
perience the styles and fashions of
reaction to the things they have ....
When a rapper raps, however, hip hop culture without having to
experienced and accept what is he does not use necessarily have to live the ghetto reality that shaped
going on around them as a part of use one specific approach. These it.
life. In many instances it is not approaches only serve as a theme
Real rap acts need to realize that
meant to be taken literally or ver- to the rapper's image and persona. these temporary markets won't pay,
. batim. The difficulty in grasping This inconsistency will always con- the bills forever. Catering.to them
-this contradiction is why many find fuse suburban listeners.'
will only give you quick wealth andrap offensive because they can't
So to seriously keep it real, just no Iongevity. Today's hip hop has
tell what is a freestyle or what is rap about what you know and say a lot of great rappers that change
said seriously. Unfortunately, this what you feel. Many say that all of - after commercial success 'and this
where you find wack rappers fak- today's rap is phony. According to only hurts the art form. A perfect
ing the funk and telling gangsta them the cause is the explicit lyrics example of "keeping it real" is
. fairy tales.
which are used today in compari- Method Man. Meth is as hard as a
Another artistic approach is the son with those in the days of Run rapper: can get but he still says
observation of the immediate sur- DMC. The fact isthat there is a lot what he feels. He goes against the
roundings of the artist. Usually a ofbad rap these days. However, it "B**ches ain't s**t" mentality and
story is told about their environ- is totally logical that rap is the ~ay raps about his love for one woman
.ment which may not betheir direct that it is today.
on "AlII Need" (featuring MaryJ.
experience, but something that has
Things have changed since the Blige). You can't keep it more real
been witnessed.
The basic days of Run DMC and rap reflects than to show brothers that it's okay
depiction's of daily life and related this. Not so many kids. carried to love our beautiful Latino and
matters are also discussed. The guns, rap wasn't big business and Black women.
-- ".-----...
---commo~,m~coIl~~~ioH w~tl~ ~hi~ rap_~;~o,n~fc;>~~itIet:~I)t-J~~8:sQn~:
.'-;..,
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CRUISE JOBS

.

I

.Students Needed!
Earn up to '$2000+/month
working for Ships or Land-Tour
Companies. World Travel.
Seasonal and Pull-Time employment available. No experieace necessary~-(206) 634-0468 ext.

."

- - - - - - - - - - _.- - - -
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IFINANCIAL AID I
Attention AllSmdents!

lOver $6 billion FREE Finan~ial ':
IAid is now available from private
!sector grants & scholarships! All
'students are eligible 800-2636495 ext F51331

ENGLISHASA
,. SECOND

LANGUAGE
.

Experienced American
Iady teacher will help you learn
'or improve your English. ·Private
less.ons in .her Manhattan
apartment. All levels of English.
Conversation, diction, prommcia.tion, idioms, vocabulary build- '
ing, proper grammar, term
papers, TOEFL preparationVery patient. Female students
only. $20.00 hr. Free 'consultation
and evaluation. Call 212-6794:706
-

--------------------- --

Get the Job You Want!

Net a Job
\
Info-packed Guide to
1000' S 0 f job listings on'
the Internet. Strategy, skills
and hot URLs you need to
save days of hunting.

Perfect for geeks - &
Greeks - looking for jobs
with futures- A to Z. We
cover it all for you: accountants to music director for
alternative rock radio
station; 'zine writers to
zoologists. Fortune 100 to
virtual corporations.
.
.
Money-back guarantee.
SAVE $5 on orders before
5/15/95. Send$19.95 to
~
.Net a Job,
,
3501 S. McClintock #l033~

Tempe, AZ 85282

'

The C.LT. Group, one of the
ation's ten largest financial
ervices organization, seeks "a
elemarketing representative.
his is a full-time position for
he summer, part-time during
he school year. Individual will
e contacting high level deciion makers at businesses, and
etailing the services provided
y C.I.T.
This position has
xcellent income potential, but
equires a very significant
ountoftime on the telephone.
lease fax or send resume to ;
TheC.I.T. Group 1211 Avenue
f the Americas .12' FL, New
ark, NY 10036. Fax #; 21282-9080.

East 24th Street Studio with bi
sleep in loft with closet and stor
age space. Great.location- 5 won
derful closests, southern exposure
Doorman building also has garag
in building Sundeck and .racke
ball on roof. 120K. Call Francese
during the day 212 944-8300 an
at night.212 685-8475.

. MORTGAGES
Need Cash! Sell Us' You
Mortgage. Call John (718) 777
1004.

........................-_ ......---

HELP WANTED
Par Time - Eye Doctor's Assisant in A &S Plaza (33 rd. and 6th
.-rcriWr·,
ve.) Will train - Must be outgoing
"It may be the flu, but
nd like working' with people. Call
he insists that it's .
ita 9~7-417?'
. '
_'"
girl-germs:"
- -- - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - _. - - _. - - - - - - -- - -- '

--~-------~---~-~--~--~-

co-op for SALE

. , SUMMER POSITION/INSIDE
SALES

~

.

.

- -

-

---..

~~--------_~-_-----c------
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Cuts, Cuts, Cuts
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By Marlon Del-Val1epended because they are not an.
In a time of budget cuts and NCAA. varsity team. They would
class cuts, the Baruch Depart- have individual meetsin places like
ment of Physical Education and Atlantic City and other sites which
(J)
"C
Athletics merged with the Educa- requiredcostlytravel expenses. The
o
:::len
tion Department in order to make Men's Fencing team was suspended
ends meet.
because there are not enough people
Since the merge between the that participate in this event. The
Athletic ana Education Depart- FeI¥Ungteam'sseasonhasbeencanments, there has been a $30,000 celedforthepastfouryearsandhas
reduction from the amount avail- only two players who consistently
able to the Adjunct budget. The practice. The Soccer team which
result of this merge is a suspen- was said to be the toughest team to .
April
sion of three sports, and.the pos- suspend by Dr. Eng and RayRankis,
I sibility of a fourth team being AssistantAthletic Director, was sus18
SUNY Old Westbury
Away
Lost 5 -7
suspended. The three sports that pended mainly because ofthe lack of
19
Nyack·
I are being suspended are: Archery, a horne field. The Soccer team, howAway
Lost
7 -8
C.C.N.Y..
22
Away
Won 12 -0
Men's Fencing, and Soccer. These ever, should only be on a one year
24
Drew University
Away
Lost 1 ·6
. three teams are only being sus- suspension and will optimistically r
26
Dominican College
Away.
Lost 2 - 20
pended; what this means is that if return for the '97-'98 season.
29
C.C.N.Y. (Outbracket)
S.l.
Won
12 - 0
.the Athletic Department eventuAnother result ofthe merge is the
Championships (Semi)
30
S.l
Lost
-12
ally gets any more funds, these elimination of the three coaches of
sports will be reinstated. How- the suspended teams and all assisever, Volleyball, Tennis, Basket- tantcoaches. The coaches and assisMay
ball, Woman's Cross-country, tant coaches will soon receive letters
Cheerleading, Women's Fencing ofnon-reappiontment, stating that
2
N.J.I.T.
Away
Rained Out
and Baseball, are expected to re- they will not be reappointed next
4
N.J.I.T.
Away
Lost
2 -13
sume. There must be a minimum semesterbecause ofthe budget cuts.
of four teams of each gender in An effort is being 'made though, to
order to be eligible for any NCAA try and keep the Adjunct coaches
tournament and maintain gen- through a proposal that their salary
der equity.
be paid from the Athletic
Dr. Eng, Athletic Director, com- Department's share of the Student
i May
mented on the suspension of these Activities Fee.
I
~
three teams. He stated that it was
As the year .ends and students are
I 5
CUNY
Championships
@N.T.C.
Lost
"a very hard decision to make... we preparing for finals, there are some
I
I
want to maximize student partici- studentswhoareprepari.ngtllemselves
i
pation, ratheethan cutthem. We'r:e for the anguish ofthe budget cuts that
i
This was an individuals tournament. Players played against
forced to, based on the large ad- are sure to have a large impact on us
junct cut we're facing." The deci- next term. Some students and adsimilarly .r anked opponents from other CUNY schools. '---"~
sion tosuspendthese three teams junctsthough,havenotime to prepare
were based on the following crite- theinse1\'esandarefeeIingthepinchof
ria; the
Archery
Team was susthe".budget
cuts
early!
...-... - "-.-_ _-·_ .._·_..__.·._._·.._.._.4.... .•
.
..__ .....
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Recent Games
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Whichever direction you decide to
take, we can help you get there in style;
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
If you're a ~duatiog senior, or a graduate student,
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.~R.-

III

light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
.See your. Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
call' 1-800;.321-1536 for details.

..
I

'"ffiLINCOLN

al~"
~lIltt

when you bUy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996· Ford or Mercury car, minivan or

FORD . . I . . ) Mercurye
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An Overveiw In Sports For The '94- 95 Aq.. .~.

lear

Pete Harnisch during the off sea- away at age 77. He will surely be the Sonics, and Reggie Miller along
By Ari Hirsch
with the Pacers are looking forTHis year has definitely been ex- son, buthave been playing the same missed in the world of sports.
Last but definitely not least, we ward to the opportunity for revenge
citing in the world of professional as last year. Optimistically speaking though, there's still a long way are presently in the midst ofa very against the Knicks in the second
sports, let's recap.
exciting basketball post-season. round after sweeping the Hawks.
The spring semester kicked off to go in the season.
In boxing, George Foreman With Michael Jordan leaving his The Jazzvs. the Rockets has clearly
with the 49'ers destroying everything and.anything in their path. barely kept his teeth while retain- baseball attempts at the end of- been the best series in the first
They ultimately "mutilated' the ing his heavy-weight title against March and comingback to the game round but we all know that all
San Diego Chargers' at the Axel Shultz. Foreman has defi- .~.)n which he clearly reigns, there is these teams aren't going anywhere
Superbowl in Miami while the nitelyprovenhimselfoverhis16ng ,':'noquestionthathisinhumanacu- because of our fired up
MVP, Steve Young, finally left Joe boxing career and should r~tire~~·.menmakestheBullsareateamto Knickerbockers. With Patrick
Ewing hotter than ever and the
Montana's shadow. On April 18th Mike Tyson was released from jail fear.
Montana, one of the best quarter- on March 25th and has remained' , 'Shaquille O'neal has definitely team healthy on the whole, every
backs ever to play, said good-bye to withhis promoter Don King. Tyson become 'an attacking force this sea- team in the NBA has to be parathe game he loves forever.' We'Il has' already signed a hefty deal for son, and with Penny Hardaway noid of the Knicks. The Knicks
his first fight versus Peter and the rest ofthe Magic, they pose dominated the Cavs in the first
miss you Joe.
During the off season, the Los McNeeley in August and ifhe ever a threat in post-season play. round and should continue in this.
Angeles Rams moved to St. Louis, decides to go after the title, you can Barkley and the Suns looked su- direction straight through the fiwhilethe Carolina Panthers picked be sure that it Will be one of the perbin the first round against Port- nals. This will be the year thatthe
up Ki-Jana Carter ofPenn State as most publicized matches in boxing land, while David Robinson and Knicks take it all the way!
the Spurs continue. theW best, sea'lbere'YOIlbaveit, a recap Ofthe '94their first round draft pick. The history!'
On-a -s~rry-.note,...the .great, ~op"~X~!".~hi!_~.~te.s~royingtheNug- ~5seasoninsports. Doesn'ttheanxi-IetsandGiarrts didn't· 00 that "well
in the draft but with Herschel sportcaster Howard Cosell, passed .gets. The Lakers g.otlucky againsf -··etY~Pf-~~s~ldD ~?t-.- Walker added to the Giants and
the maturing Dave Brown, the Giants should be contenders even
though they have a rough schedule
once the season begins. The Jets
on the other hand picked up a new
...
.
head coach', Rick Kotite, but lost a
lot of key players like Art Monk
and Ronnie Lott. The Jets have to
make some radical changes if they
plan on competing this September.
In hockey, the Islanders just had
one of those disastrous seasons,
while the Rangers are clearly not
.,....
what they were last year. With the .
play-offs just about to get under
Alas all was not lost, John
way, let's hope that Messier, Leetch By John Voross
If the Pacers are able to win
Starks was fouled and had a at the Garden on Tuesday, you
and the gang get something going
and let the ecstasy of the cup reThe New York Knickerbockers chance to tie the game with two might as well just change the
main in New York! LET'S GO lead game one of the Eastern free throws. But in what almost channel and watch the BullsRANGERS!
Conference semi-finals by' a has become his usual fashion, Magic series if you want some
The long and what felt like never score of 105-99 with 18.7 sec- Star~ missed both and the excitement. You won't find it
ending baseball strike finally came onds left. It seemed almost im- game was atill tied. Who made with the Knicks if they're down
to an end on April 26th, though possible that their adversary, the difference in the firral seven 0-2, it wouldn't be surprising if
there will only be 144 games in the the Indiana Pacers, would be seconds? Miller again, unlike they are swept in the series.
For the Pacers, the Knicks are·
season. Much effort by both the . able to come from behind and Starks; he sank both free-throws
players and ownershave been made give the Knicks their second de- • and handed the Knicks a 107- the Chicago Bulls of New York.
.They are the team that Indiana
towards getting fans back to. the feat in the playoffs this year. It 105 loss.
As Miller walked to the locker has to beat, the team that have
game, but there still has a lot more seemed almost impossible that
to be proven in order for all the fans anyone could do what Reggie room he boastfully yelled, "They yet to defeat. They are on a
don't want it! They're choke mission, and so far it has been a
to return. So far the season itself Miller did for the Pacers.
success.
has been pretty exciting. Ken
First he hi~ 3- pointer with artists!"
Unfortunately, he's right, the
Especially when you go up
Griffey Jr. and Frank Thomas took' just over 16 seconds left. No big
over right where they left off, and deal, the Knicks were still up by Knicks don't seem. to want it. against a team that chokes as
Cal Ripken is still chasing Lou three. N ext, he stole a pass .They had the perfect opportu- much as the Knicks do. 'Game
Gehrig's all time consecutive games from Anthony Mason and pro- nity to win it all la.st season six against the Bulls in 1993,
ceeded to sink another three against the Houston, Rockets in game seven against the Rockets
played record.
The Yankees have been looking pointer. Now it was time to game seven. But just like yes- in 1994 and of course, Sunday·"
pretty sharp with one of.the best worry. In just under five and a terday, the Knicks, and John afternoon. They choke repeatpitching staffs in the league with half seconds, Miller single Starks in particular, choked and edly, and for that reason, this
Jimmy Key, Jack McDowell, Melido handidly changed the game from they lost. Now Indiana has the generation of the Knicks will
Perez and Sterling Hitchcock. The what-was expected to what could momentum and took away the never rise up and grab that covKnicks' horne court advantage. eted title of NBA Champions.
Mets picked up Brett Butler and be considered a miracle.
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